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Let a formula of Tarski algebra contain k atomic subformulas of the kind (f~ >~ 0), 1 ~< i ~< k, 
where the polynomials fi~ 7/l'Xl ..... XJ have degrees deg (f~) < d, let 2 ~l be an upper bound 
for the absolute value of every coetfieient of the polynomials ft, 1 ~<i~< k, let a ~<n be the 
number of quantifier alternations in the prenex form of the formula. A decision method for 
Tarski algebra is described with the running time polynomial in M(kd) t°(')~4~-2. Previously 
known decision procedures have a time complexity polynomial in (Mkd) 2°cn~. 
Introduction 
The decidability of the first order theory of real closed fields (or, in other words, Tarski 
algebra) was proved for the first time in Tarski (1951) (see also Seidenberg, 1954; Cohen 
1969). Moreover, quantifier elimination methods for Tarski algebra were suggested in 
these papers. The running time, however, of the method from Tarski (1951) cannot be 
bounded by any finite tower of exponential functions. Collins (1975) (see also Monk, 
1974; Wfithrich, 1976) proposes a quantifier elimination procedure for Tarski algebra 
. . . .  50(n) with a running hme bounded by ~ , where .£a denotes the size of an input formula and 
n is the number of variables occurring in the formula. In the present paper we present a 
decision algorithm for Tarski algebra that works within time ~(o(,i)* - ,  where a ~< n 
denotes the number of quantifier alternations in the input formula which can be assumed 
w.l.o.g, to be in the prenex form. 
So the running time of the algorithm described is essentially better than that of the 
algorithms known earlier in the case of a small number a of quantifier alternations. One 
can observe that Fischer-Rabin (1974) prove an exponential lower bound on the 
complexity of deciding Tarski algebra for a sequence of formulas in which the order of 
growth of the number a of quantifier alternations i the same as the order of growth of the 
number n of variables. Thus, the number a of quantifier alternations makes the most 
essential contribution to the complexity of the decision problem. Further, the result of 
Fischer-Rabin was generalized in Berman (1980) to alternating Turing machines. Besides, 
EXPSPACE-completeness of the decision problem of Tarski algebra was proved in Mayr 
& Meyer (1982) and Ben-Or et al. (1984). The time bound of the algorithm from the 
latter paper is the same as in Collins (1975). 
The present paper continues (Grigor'ev & Vorobjov, 1987) (see also Vorobjov & 
Grigor'ev, 1985) and uses its main result (see below, theorem 1 in section 1). One can 
even consider the present paper as a generalization of Grigor'ev & Vorobjov (1987), 
where an algorithm is described for finding real solutions of a given system of polynomial 
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inequalities (i.e. a = 1 in the notations adopted in the present paper). In section 3 a 
certain construction from Chistov & Grigor'ev (1984) is involved. Chistov & Grigor'ev 
(1984) present a quantifier elimination method for the first-order theory of the 
algebraically closed fields with time-bound &o(o(,,))2,+~. 
Let 
3 X1.1 • • • ~ XI,~, V X2,1 • . . V X2 ,~. . .  ~ X,,  1 • . • 3 X,.~,(P) (1) 
be a formula of Tarski algebra, where P is a quantifier-free formula with atomic 
subformulas (f~ >~ 0), 1 ~< i~< k, and f t~ 2~[X1.~ . . . . .  X~.~ . . . . . .  Xa, 1 . . . . .  X .... ]. We denote 
by n = s, + . . .  +s~ the number of all the variables and by a ~< n the number of quantifier 
alternations (in the presentation of the formula (1) a is odd, but this is not essential). The 
degrees degx,.t ..... x .... ( f~)<d and the absolute value of each integer coefficient of a 
polynomial f~ is supposed to be less than 2 t~, 1 ~<i~< k. For a rational function 
g ~Q(X~ . . . . .  X,,) we denote by l(g) the maximum of the bit lengths of the coefficients in
relatively prime polynomials #~, ga~_[X1 . . . . .  X,,], where g=gl /gz .  In this notation 
l(f,.)<~M, 1 ~i<~k. 
A decision method for Tarski algebra is an algorithm determining for any formula (1), 
whether it is valid. By validity of a formula we mean here validity over the field N of real 
numbers. On the other hand, one can consider validity over an arbitrary real closed field 
F (see e.g. Lang, 1965) by virtue of the following statement expressing the fact that all the 
real closed fields are elementary equivalent (Tarski, t951) and that any extension of real 
closed fields is elementary. 
Transfer principle. Let a formula (1) be such that the polynomials fi ~ F[X1,1 . . . . .  X , . j  
for some real closed field F, and let F 1 ~ F be any other real closed field containing F. 
Then the truth values of the tbrmula over the fields F and Ft, respectively, are the same. 
The main purpose of the present paper is to prove the following theorem (see alsc 
Grigor'ev, 1985; Origor'ev, 1987). 
THEOREM, One can design a decision algorithm for Tarski algebra which determines the trutt 
value o f  a formula of  the kind (1) within a time polynomial in M(kd) (°('))4"-2. 
The latter estimate does not exceed G 0t°('))4°-2 where .Co denotes the size of th( 
formula (1) (ef. Grigor'ev & Vorobjov, 1987). 
We shall utilise the notation gl -<% ~(g2 . . . . .  gin) for the functions gt > 0 . . . . .  #,, > 0 i 
for appropriate natural numbers p, q the inequality gl <% P(g2 • • • gin) q holds. 
Let us mention that the running time of the algorithm from Collins (1975) (and als( 
Wfithrich, 1976) can be bounded by ~'((Mkd)~°("~). 
Further, for the proof of the theorem we need the algorithms from Chistov & Grigor'm 
(1982, 1983a, b), Chistov (1984), Grigor'ev (1984), also Chistov & Grigor'ev (1984) or 
polynomial factoring and on solving systems of algebraic equations. Now we formulat( 
exactly these results. Taking into account that only zero characteristic fields arc 
considered in the present paper and in order to avoid some swelling of formulas due t( 
inseparable fields extensions we restrict ourselves herein to the zero characteristic case. 
Thus, consider a ground field F = Q(T 1 . . . . .  Te)[t/], where the elements T1 . . . . .  T~ arc 
algebraically independent over Q, the element r/is algebraic over the field ~(T1 . . . . . .  T~) 
denote by 
qo = o ~ ,'..<~,z(~, (pI1)/@(2))Z ~e Q(T1 . . . . .  Te) [Z] 
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its minimal polynomial over Q(T1 . . . .  , T~) with the leading coefficient lez(~0) -- 1, where 
q)l 1), q¢2)~Y[Ti,..., T~] and the degree deg(cp c2~) is the least possible. Any polynomial 
./'~ F[Xt . . . . .  X,] can be uniquely represented in a form 
f=  ~< Z (a~,,, ..... i,/b)rffX~' .. . X~", 
0 ~ i < degz(@) ; i t  . . . .  in 
where % ~, ..... ~,,, b e Z[T~ . . . . .  Tel and the degree deg (b) is the least possible. Let 
degrj(f ) = max {degr:(a~,,, ..... ,,), degrj(b)}. 
i, l l  . . . . .  in 
Let degx,.(f) < v, degTj(f ) < ~2, degr:(cP) < *l, degz(~ o)< vi, l(f) ~ M2, l(¢p) ~< M i for 
all 1 ~< m ~< n, 1 ~ j  ~< e. As a size L , ( f )  of the polynomial f we consider in proposition 1 a 
value v"+~v~vlM a and analogously Li(rp)= v] + 1M 1. 
PROPOSITION 1 (Chistov & Grigor'ev, 1982; Chistov, 1984; Grigor'ev, 1984; Chistov & 
Grigor'ev, 1984). One can factor a polynomial foyer  F within time polynomial in the sizes 
Ll(f), Ll(~o). Furthermore, for any divisor f l [ f  where a polynomial f l  6F [X I  . . . . .  X~] has 
some coefficients equal to 1, the following bounds are true: 
degrs(fl) ~< %~(~, ~1), /(fi) ~< (M1 + M2 + e% + n)~(~, zl). 
For the cases when the field F is finite or F is a finite extension of (k, other polynomial- 
time algorithms for factoring are described in Lenstra (1984). 
Now we proceed to the problem of solving systems of algebraic equations. Let an input 
system ft  . . . . .  fk =0 be given, where the polynomials f~ . . . . .  f keF[X  1 . . . . .  X,,]. Let 
degx~ ..... x,,(fi) < d, degr, ..... To.Z((0) <dl ,  degr, ..... ro(f~) < d2, l(fi) ~M 2 for all 1 ~< i ~< k. 
As size of the system in proposition 2 we consider the value 
L = kd"di d~2 M2 + d] + 1M1. 
The variety "/F c 17, of all roots (defined over the algebraic losure f of the field F) of 
the system./'1 =.  •. =J'~ = 0 is decomposable in a union of components 
"u: = U 
defined and irreducible over the field F. The algorithm from proposition 2 finds the 
components W, and outputs every W~ in two ways: by its general point (see below) and, 
on the other hand, by a certain system of algebraic equations uch that W~ coincides with 
the variety of all roots of this system. 
Let W =/~" be a closed variety of dimension dim W = n-m,  defined and irreducible 
over F. Denote by tl . . . .  , t,_,,, some algebraically independent elements over F. A general 
point of the variety W can be given by the following fields isomorphism: 
F(t 1 . . . . .  t,,_m)[0] ~- V(X,  . . . . .  X,,) = F(W),  (*) 
where the element 0 is algebraic over the field F(tt . . . . .  t,,_,,), denote by 
@(Z)mF(tI . . . . .  t,,_,,)[Z] its minimal polynomial over F( t , , . . . ,  t,,_,,) with leading 
coefficient lez(@)= 1. The elements X~ . . . . .  X,  are considered herein as the rational 
(coordinate) functions on the variety W. Under the isomorphism (*) t~X j ,  for suitable 
1 ~<j~ <. . .  <j,,_,, ~< n where 1 ~< i ~< n-re.  Besides, 0 is an image under isomorphism (*) 
of an appropriate linear function ~ ciX ~ where e l are integers. The algorithm from 
1 ~<i~<n 
proposition 2 represents the isomorphism (*) by the integers ei . . . . .  e, together with the 
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images of the coordinate functions Xi . . . . .  X,, in the field F(t 1 . . . . .  t,,_m)[O ]. Sometimes, 
in the formulation of proposition 2, we identify a rational function with its image under 
the isomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 2 (Chistov & Grigor'ev, 1983a, b; Chistov, 1984; Grigor'ev, 1984; Chistov & 
Grigor'ev, 1984). An algorithm can be designed which produces a general point oJ' every 
component W~ and constructs a certain family of polynomials ,h(1) ~N~ ,-~ . . . . .  ~ ~ FIX i . . . . .  X.] 
such that W~ coincides with the variety of all roots of the system q j (1 )=. . .=  q~tf)=0. 
Denote n - m = dim I,V~, 0~ = 0, @~ = • (see (*)). Then degz(@,) ~< deg W, <<, d m, for all j, s 
the degrees 
degr~ ..... r,.t ...... t,_~(@~), degr ...... ro,t ...... t,_,(Xj), degT, ..... ro(~b~ s))~< d2~(d", dx) 
and 
degx ...... x,,(~(~ s))~< d 2". 
The number of equations N <<. m2d 4m. Furthermore, 
I(@,), l(Xj) ~< (M i + M 2 + (n + e) log d2)~(d m, dl) 
and 
l(~k(~ ~) ~ (M1 + M2 + e log d2)~(d", d1). 
Finally, the total running time of the algorithm can be bounded by 
,~(M1, M2, (dndid2) n+e, Ic). Obviously, the latter value does not exceed c~(/jogL), in other 
words, is subexponential in the size. 
Let us briefly describe the further contents of the paper. In section 1 we present an 
algorithm for producing a representative s t for the partition of the space 1~" into maximal 
connected subsets on each of which a given family of polynomials has constant signs 
(lemma 2). 
In Grigor'ev & Vorobjov (1987) (see also Vorobjov & Origor'ev, 1985) a relevant ool 
for calculations with the infinitesimals was introduced. It is developed further in section 2. 
We ascertain some properties of semialgebraic curves over real closed fields; in addition 
some properties of the decomposition of a semi-algebraic set in its semialgebraic 
components of connectivity under passage to the limit (or standard part), i.e. when zeros 
are substituted for infinitesimals (lemmas 3, 4, 5). 
In section 3 we describe a construction allowing to reduce a projection of a 
semialgebraic set along many variables to a projection along two variables (lemma 10). In 
this connection the question, whether apoint belongs to the projection of a semi-algebraic 
set, is replaced by the question, whether a point infinitely close to the initial one belongs 
to the projection (1emma 6). 
At the beginning of section 4 it is proved that the construction suggested in section 3 
has a relevant additional property (lemma 11) which, together with sections 1 and 3, 
completes the description of the decision algorithm (lemma 13). 
An outline and time analysis of the decision algorithm described is carried out in 
section 5. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
As an application of the theorem we give a procedure to compute the dimension of a 
semialgebraic set within subexponential time in the last section 6. 
If we were supplied with either a polynomial-time procedure for eliminating one 
quantifier in Tarski algebra or with a polynomial-time algorithm for finding the 
components of connectivity of a given semialgebraic set, then it would be possible to 
design a quantifier elimination method for Tarski algebra with the same time-bound as in 
the theorem. This follows from the construction i  section 3 (see 1emma 10). The author 
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would like to conjecture the existence of a quantifier elimination procedure with the same 
time-bound as in the theorem. 
1. Producing a Representative Set for a Semialgebraic Set 
Let polynomials f l . . . . .  fk ~ ¢)FX1 . . . . .  An] with rational coefficients be given, in addition 
deg(f~)=degx,  ..... xo(f i)<d and bit lengths /(f3~<M, l<<.i<<.k. Let II be a certain 
quantifier-free formula of Tarski algebra with atomic subformulas of the kind (f~ >~ 0). 
Then the set, consisting of all points from R" satisfying formula II, is a semialgebraic set 
which we denote by {lI} c ~". The set V = {H) = U V~ coincides with the union of its 
J 
components of connectivity ~, each of which is also a semialgebraic set (see e.g. Collins, 
1975; Wiithrich, 1976; and also Grigor'ev & Vorobjov, 1987). The procedures described 
in Collins (1975) and Wfithrich (1976) find quantifier-free formulas FI: of Tarski algebra 
such that Vj = {H j} within time (Mkd) 2°~"~. 
A finite set .V' ~ V is called a representative s t for the set V if for everyj the intersection 
V~r~ 6/' :# ~b. With the help of procedures from Collins (1975) and Wiithrich (1976) one can 
. . . 20(  ) produce a representative s t for V also w~thln time (Mkd) . Further, we need the main 
result from Grigor'ev & Vorobjov (1987) (see also Vorobjov & Grigor'ov, 1985) 
considerably improving the latter time-bound. 
THEOREM 1. One can design an algorithm which, for an arbitrary semialgebraic set of the 
sort 
{(A > o)&. . .  &(f,,, > o)&(f,,+~ t> o)&.. .  &(A >~ o)} ~ ~", 
produces a representative set 50 with a number of points not greater than ~((kd)"~); the 
running time of the algorithm does not exceed #(M, (kd)'~). Furthermore, for every point 
( ~1 . . . . .  ~,,) ~ 50 the algorithm constructs a polynomial ¢ ~ QEZ] irreducible over the.field Q, 
and expressions 
0 ~<j< dcg(@)  
where aJo ~ ¢~, 1 ~< i ~< n, 0 ~<j < deg((I)) and Os gO, ¢(0) = O. Moreover, the algorithm yields 
a pair of rational numbers b~, b 2 ~Q such that in the interval (bl, by) ~ ~ 0 is the unique real 
root of the polynomial @. Moreover, 
o= ~. ,l~(o) 
l ~t~n 
for suitable natural numbers 1 <. 2~ <~ deg(rb). Finally, the following bounds are valid: 
deg(~) ~< ~((kd)°); I(¢)), l(~,(0)), l(bt), l(by) <~ MN((kd)"). 
In particular, the coordinates of the points from 50 are real algebraic numbers. 
REMARk. Based on theorem 1 and on a result from Heindel (1971), one can find 
&approximations to the points of the representative set 5 ° within time 
~( log (1/fi), M, (kd)"2), 
Following Heintz (1983) we call ({f~}l.<i.<k)-cell any nonempty semialgebraie set of the 
form 
{,~, (~ = o)a, & (~, > o)~ & (~ < o)}, 
i l~lt  iy~lz 
where Iu l  1 uI2 = {1 . . . .  , k}. The next lemma allows us to find all ({f~}l.<~.~k)'cells. 
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LEMMA 1. One can enumerate all partitions of the set of indices I u I~ w 12 = { 1 . . . . .  k} such 
that the corresponding semialgebraic set 
{,& (f, = o)& & (f,, > o)& & (f,~ < o)} 
[felt i2eI2 
is nonempty, i.e. is a ({fi}~ 4i~)-cell, within time N(M, (kd)":). Furthermore, the number of 
({f/}~ <.i~k).cells does not exceed ~((kd)'). 
PROOF. We shall conduct the enumeration of all ({f~}~<l~<k)-cells by recursion on k. 
Assume that all ({f~}~i.<j)-cells are already selected for a certain 0 ~<j< k. For each 
({~}l.<~j)-cell K = R", the algorithm detects with the aid of theorem 1, what sets among 
the following three: 
K~{f j .1=o},  K~{yj+I>O},  K~{L.+I<O} 
are nonempty, i.e. are ({ft}~.<i<j+ 1)-cells. Thus, all ({fi}l <l<~j+ ~)-cells will be enumerated. 
Let us now estimate the number of all ({f~}x.<t.<k)'cells- Any nonempty subset of C" of 
the kind 
{,~ (f, = 0)s & (f, + 0)}, 
i¢I 
where I = {1,.. . ,  k} is called a complex ({f/}l <l.<k)-cell (see Heintz, 1983), 
According to Heintz (1983) the number of complex ({f~}l.<i<.k)-cells is less or equal to 
(1+ ~ deg(~))". For an arbitrary fixed subset of indices I = {1 . . . . .  k}, the number of 
({fi} 1 ~i~k)-cells of the sort 
{,o~ (f, = o)e~ 8, (A. > o)e~ & (A~ < o)} = ~,, 
#lell i2ei2 
for all possible 11, I z does not exceed the number of components of connectivity (in ~") of 
the semialgebraic set 
{,~, ( f , -  o)e~ ~ (y,~o)} = ~,,, 
i~l  
because on every such component of connectivity all the signs sgn(f~), 1 ~<i~< k are 
constant. The set 
{,~, (y, = o)e~ & (~+ o)} 
t,~Z 
coincides with the projection of the semialgebraic set 
i)} 
along the variable Z. By virtue of Milnor (1964) the number of components of 
connectivity of the set V (1) is less or equal to (2kd) "+ 1. Therefore, the whole number of 
({f~}l.<i.<k)'cells does not exceed 
(1 +1 .<~.< k deg (f,))"(2kd)" +1 ~ ~(k~)"). 
This entails also the required in the lemma time-bound in view of theorem 1 and 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
Let the polynomials gl,. •., g,, E R[X~ . . . . .  X,,]. Denote by q/({#~}l <-~<,,) the partition 
of the space [~" into maximal connected subsets on each of which the signs sgn (#~) are 
constant for every 1 ~< i ~< m (cf. Wiithrich, 1976). Observe that the family of elements of 
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the partition ql({gt}~.<i.<m) coincides with the family of components of connectivity of all 
possible ({.qt}l .<t.<,,) -cells. A finite set U ) = fi2" is called a representative s t for the partition 
c~({g~}~.<~.<,,,) if each element of the partition contains at least one point from the set 5 a. 
Consider now polynomials 
.q~ . . . . .  gm~Q[Y~ . . . . .  Yq, X~ . . . . .  X.]. 
Let y=-(y~ . . . . .  yq)e~ a be a real algebraic point given in the following form (cf, 
theorem 1): q)~(Z) ~ ~}[Z] is a polynomial irreducible over Q; 
y , ,=y . (0 , )= y p?)0{ 
O~<j<deg(~t) 
are expressions where piP) ~ Q, 1 ~< p 4 q, 0 ~<j < deg (tl)a) and O~ a a, (I)~(O~) = O; 
furthermore, a pair of rational numbers ca, cz~Q is given such that in the interval 
(c~, e:) = I~, 0 is the unique real root of the polynomial d)t. Moreover, 
o, = Z 
l <~p~q 
for some natural numbers ),~), 1 ~ p ~< q. In addition, the following bounds are fulfilled: 
deg(gj)<d; l (gj)~M for every 1 <~j<~m and deg((I)0 < d~; 
/(tlh), l(y,(O~)), l(cO, l(cz) <~ Ma 
for all 1 ~ p ~< q. Introduce polynomials 
~(X~ . . . . .  X,,) = g~(y~ . . . . .  Y,r Xt . . . . .  X,,) ~ ~[X~ . . . . .  X,,], 1 ~<j ~< m. 
The following lemma allows us to produce a representative set for the partition 
,,,). 
LEMMA 2. One can design an algorithm which produces a representative s t ,~ c R 'J.for the 
partition <¢/({g~}1 <.j~,,,) within time ;#(M, MI, q, (todd1)"2), where ,~ contains not more than 
,~#((rnddl) "2) points. Moreover, ['or every point (41 . . . .  , ¢,,)e.9 ° the algorithm constructs 
polynomial el)e QI-Z] irreducible over Q, and expressions 
0 ~< j <dcg(t~) 
where o~ ~) ~ Q, 1 ~< i ~< n, 0 ~<j < deg ((I)) and 0 e ~, (~(0) = O; apart from that, the algorithm 
yield s a pair of rational numbers bl, b2 ~Q such that in the interval (bl, b2) c ~ 0 is the only 
real root of the polynomial cb. Furthermore, the expressions 
y. = y,(o) = < E 
O~j<deg(@) 
are constructed by the algorithm, where/~P) e ~, 1 ~ p ~ q, 0 ~ j  < deg (d~). In addition 
0=;~o0o+ ~ ~i  
for certain natural numbers 1 ~<2t~<deg(d)), O<~i<<.n. At last, we have the following 
bounds." 
deg (cb) --- .f#((mddt)" ) 
and 
l(cl)), l(~,(O)), l(y~(0)), l(bt), l(b2) <~ (M + M~ + q)#((mdd~)"). 
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PROOF. Consider the following family consisting of (m + 2) polynomials in (n + 1 ) variables 
T, X1 . . . . .  X,, with rational coefficients: 
~j( T. X~ . . . . .  X,,) = g3(yl (T) . . . . .  yq( T), X 1 . . . . .  Xn) , 1 ~ j ~ l~,; 
gin+ a(T, X1 . . . . .  X,,) = @I(T); ~]m+2(T, Xl . . . . .  X,,) = (T -c l ) (c2 -  T). 
To begin with. let us enumerate all ({0j}~j.<m+2)-cells based on lemma 1. Next for every 
({gj} i ~j~,, + ~)-cell 
such that the requirements .q,. + 1 = 0, ~,. + z > 0 are satisfied, i.e. (m + 1) ~ J, (m + 2) ~ Js, the 
algorithm produces a representative set 5~s,s,,~, ' = ~,,+1 using theorem 1. Denote by 
~r: ~ , ,+1~.  the linear projection defined by the formula n(T, X1 . . . . . .  X,,) = (XI . . . . .  X,,) 
and put 
J ,  J I , J2  
where the union is taken over all ({~j}~.<jg,,,)-cells satisfying the requirements tated 
above. Then ~ is a representative s t for tile partition ~?l r~'~' ~ ~]~<,,), since tile partition 
• klffj) I 
¢({Oj}l~j~,,,) is isomorphic by means of the projection n to tile partition of the space 
N,,+ 1 ~ {T = 0~} "-~ IR" formed by the components of connectivity of all ({~)j} ~ ~ ,,, ~ 2)-cells 
satisfying the requirements (m+l )s J , (m+2)s J t ,  taking into account that the 
requirements ~,,, + I(T) = 0, ~,, +2(T) > 0 imply the equality T = 0~. 
Let a point (01, ~1,.. ,, ~,,)eSPs,.r,,s~, According to theorem 1, a polynomial cl)eQ[Z] 
irreducible over the field Q corresponds to the point, as well as expressions 
~=ft(0)= ~ ~J~)0~, l~ i<n 
O~j<deg(O) 
and 
O~ = 0~(0) = Z ~./°~Oj; 
0 ~d < dog(O) 
moreover, the algorithm from theorem 1 yields an interval (bt, b2)= R (with rational 
endpoints bl, b2 EQ) which contains a unique real root O~(bl, b2) of the polynomial O. 
Furthermore, 
0=,~o01+ ~ 2~ 
l~<n 
for appropriate natural numbers 1 ~< & ~< deg (O), 0 ~< i ~ n. Substituting the constructed 
expression 01(0) in the expressions yp(O0, l<.%p<<.q we obtain the expressions 
yp(O), 1 <.% p <~ q. Observe that degr,x ..... x.(~j) < dd~, 1 <~j <<. m+2. Hence, the number of 
points in the set 5°s,.r.j~ is not greater than ~((mddl) "~) by virtue of theorem 1; on the 
other hand the number of ({.~j}x~j.<,,+z)-cells does not exceed ~((mddl)") in view of 
lemma 1, Therefore, the set ~ contains not more than ~((mddl) "~) points. 
Theorem 1 entails the bound deg (O) ~< ~((mdda)"). The bit lengths of coefficients are 
bounded by 
l(~j) <~ M+Mld+d log (dO+q log (d); 
from this we obtain the bounds: 
l(0), l(~(0)), 1(0~(0)), l(bz), l(bz) <-% (M + M~ +q)~((mdd~)"), 1 <~ i ~ n; 
thus, 
I(yv(O)) <~ (M+M~ +q)~((mddl)"), 1 ~ p <-N q. 
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Finally, the running time of the algorithm can be estimated by ~(M,  M l, q, (mddl) "~) 
by lemma 1 and theorem 1, this completes the proof of the lemma. 
2. Semialgebraic Curves Over Real Closed Fields 
(With Infinitesimals) 
First of all we shall recall some facts about real closed fields. 
Throughout the present section, F denotes a real closed field. Consider the ordered field 
F(e), in which the order is defined by the condition 0 < ~ </~ for all 0 < ~F ,  in other 
words, the element ~: is infinitesimal relatively to the elements of the field F. For any 
ordered field F 1 denote by ffl D F1 (defined uniquely up to an isomorphism of the ordered 
fields) the real closure of the field F1 (see e.g. Lang, 1965). For instance, Q = 1~ is the field 
of real algebraic numbers. 
A Puiseux series (oi" in other words, power-fractional series) is a series of the kind 
1>>,0 
where 0 4 ~ [Jie F for each i, the integers vo < v t < . . .  increase, the natural number It f> I 
may depend on the series. The totality of all Puiseux series (with added zero) forms the 
field l,'(0:u"')) ~ F0;"-'-) .-z F0;) containing the real elosure Le b~ of the field F(s). The order in 
the field I:(0:~/'~')) (that induces the order in the field F(t~)) is lexicographieal. Furthermore, 
the field 
i?((1;1/,,,)) = FO:) = F ( r ) [ , J -~]  
of Puiseux series over the algebraic closure i f= F[~S-1]  of the field F contains the 
algebraic losure F(I;) of the tield F(e). 
If vo < 0, then the element b is called i1~]initely large (relatively to the field F); if v0 > 0, 
then b is i)!/initesimal. A vector (/h . . . . .  b,,)e(F((el/°°))) " is called F-finite if every 
coordinate b t is not infinitely large. For any F-finite element be F((e,u°°)), its standard part 
st(b) ~ t: is defined and is equal to/30 in cases when v0 = 0, or st(b) = 0 when Vo > 0. For 
an/z-finite vector (bl . . . . .  b,) ~(F((e?/®))) '*, its standard part is 
st(b~ . . . . .  b,,) = (st(b~) . . . . .  st(b,,)). 
If each point from a set V ~ (F((eu~))) '* is F-finite, then its standard part st(V) = F" is 
defined as the set of standard parts of all points from the set V. In the sequel, we deal with 
the subfield ~ of F((8~/°~)) and apply to it the notions introduced. 
Now we shall demonstrate how the transfer principle can work and show (a known 
fact) that any semialgebraic set over a real closed field F can be represented uniquely as a 
union of its components of connectivity, each in its turn being a semialgebraic set. 
Consider a semialgebraic set W = {17} = F", determined by a quantifier-free formula H of 
Tarski algebra with the atomic subformulas of the kind (f~> 0), where the polynomials 
./'~ F[X~ . . . . .  X,,]. By a format of the formula 17 we shall mean the sum of the number of 
its variables, the number of atomic subformulas and the degrees of the polynomials f 
In the case of the field F = N, the set W is uniquely representable in a union of its 
components of connectivity W = ~.. W~, where every W~ is in its turn a semialgebraic set 
$ 
(and connected in the euclidean topology). From e.g. the papers by Collins (1975), and 
Wfithrieh (1976), one can deduce the existence of a function 91 such that if a format of a 
formula 17 is less than .A/; then the whole number of the components Wt is less than 9l(,4/') 
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and, moreover, one can find quantifier-free formulas 17 s of Tarski algebra each of the 
format less than 9t(d)  that W~ = {1-ll}. Indeed, the algorithms from Collins (1975) and 
Wfithrieh (1976) allow to produce a cylindrical algebraic decomposition of a 
semialgebraic set and as a corollary to produce the decomposition on the components of 
connectivity. For a given format ~/" of an initial formula (with symbolic oefficients) each 
of the two algorithms can be represented as a rooted tree (directed outward the root) 
having vertices either with out-degree one or out-degree three. To the root corresponds 
the initial formula, to any vertex of the tree with out-degree one corresponds an 
arithmetic operation; to any vertex with out-degree three corresponds a polynomial. The 
computation for arbitrary initial formula, with specified coefficients substituted instead of 
symbolic ones, proceeds along a suitable path of the tree starting from the root, 
performing the corresponding arithmetic operation in a vertex with out-degree one, and 
branching in a vertex with out-degree three according to the sign of the corresponding 
polynomial. This representation asa tree provides the desired function 9l. 
Thus, for a given J,, one can yield a formula ~,. of Tarski algebra (for the case of the 
field F = R), expressing the existence of decomposition of any semialgebraic set W = {FI}, 
with the format of H less than jIr into less than 9l(,#') its components of connectivity 
W = U {171}, such that the format of every Hi is less than 91(X). Moreover, the formula 
l 
f~. states that for each pair of indices i e j  the components {Hi} and {I/v} are 
"separated", i.e. the following formula of Tarski algebra is valid: 
V ((a, . . . . .  a,,) ~ {17,}) ~ z > 0(V (bl . . . . .  b,,)~ {17~.})(~ ~t--,,Z (a t -by  >- z). 
Besides, the formula ~4- claims the "connectedness" of every {1-li}, this means that there 
do not exist two "separated" semialgebraic subsets of {Hi}, each determined by a 
quantifier-free formula of Tarski algebra with the format less than 91(91(.~)). 
Apart from that, for given ~,, ~¢ one can prove (for the case of the field F = ~) a 
formula f2~,:.~t of Tarski algebra expressing the following. If {rI} (where the format of l'I is 
less than JV') can be represented as a union of more than one and less than .~ pairwise 
"separated" semialgebraic sets, each being determined by a quantifier-free formula of 
Tarski algebra of the format less than ##/, then {H} can be represented as a union of more 
than one and less than 91(.A r) pairwise "separated" semialgebraic " onnected" sets, each 
being determined by a quantifier-free formula of Tarski algebra of the format less than 
91(d). 
Applying the transfer principle to all the formulas ~w, E~e,  one concludes that any 
semialgebraic set (over a real closed field F) can be uniquely represented as a union of its 
pairwise "separated . . . .  components of connectivity", moreover, each component is 
semialgebraic and is "connected", i.e. cannot be represented as a union of a finite number 
pairwise "separated" semialgebraic sets. Below, we utilise the terms connected 
semialgebraic set and components of connectivity of a semialgebraic set without 
quotation marks, since the notion of connectedness in any topology will not be 
considered. 
As usual, one can define a semialgebraic uroe C c F ~ as a semialgebraic set for which 
there exists a linear projection on the line (i.e. on F), such that the inverse image of every 
point under the projection consists of a finite number of points and in addition the latter 
number is less than a certain number depending only on the curve C. A mapping 
q~ : V 1 ~ V 2 where V 1 ~ F", V 2 ~ F" are semialgebraic sets, is called semialgebraic if its graph 
is a semialgebraic subset in the space F ~+", We shall utilise the terms continuous 
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mapping, open and closed set in the sense of the topology with the base of all open balls. 
We denote by .~(R) the closed ball of radius R with the centre in the point x. 
We shall call a set V c F" monotone iff there exists a vector (6~ . . . . .  6 , )~{-1 ,  +1} ~ 
satisfying the following property: for any pair of points 
vcl) (@), . (1). v(2) . . . . .  ~,, ). = (v?~, . .  ,, v}, ~) ~ V 
either 
,~v¢, ~) f> ~,v]  ~) . . . . .  ~,,v},') i> ~,,vl? ~ or a~v~ ~ ~,v~') . . . . .  6.v}y ~< ~.v~  
are fulfilled. 
One can prove the next lemma first for the ease of the field F = R bounding the formats 
of the constructed semialgebraic sets (and their number) via the formats of the given 
sernialgebraic sets, and after that make use of the transfer principle. The proof for the case 
F = ~ is quite cumbersome and routine, on the other hand, the reader can reproduce it 
for himself without great difficulties, therefore we omit the proof. 
LEMMA 3. 
(a) The image of any connected semialgebraic urve under the action of a continuous 
curve on this semialgebraic mapping is also a connected semialgebraic curve. 
(b) Any petit" of points of a connected semialgebraic set can be joined by a closed 
comwcted semialgebraic curve entirely situated in this set and in a certain ball. 
(c) One can represent any closed semialgebraie curve as a union of a finite number of 
monotone closed semialgebraic curves. 
Let the elements ~,~ > e, 2 >. . .  > t~,, > 0 be such that the element e,~+ ~is infinitesimal 
relatively to the field F0q . . . . .  ~h) for each 0 ~<i< m. For every element es ~ )  
one can uniquely define its standard part st(~)eF (provided that it exists) by recursion on 
m. We denote F,, = ~ , ) .  
LEMMA 4, 
(a) Given a closed connected semialgebraic curve C c ~o(R)= F", where R¢F,  one can 
.find a closed connected semialgebraic curve C~c.@o(R)~Fm such that 
C ~) = st(C C")) = C and, furthermore, for a certain quantifier-free formula 17 of Tarski 
algebra both C = {II} c F" and C¢"J= {II} c F", are true; 
(b) Let W ~- Do(R) c F g be a connected semialgebraic set where R ~F. Assume that the 
set st(W) c V c Fn for a certain semialgebraic set V. Then st(W) c V1 for a suitable 
component of connectivity V1 of the set V. 
REMARK. Under the conditions of item (b) it is apparently possible to prove that 
st (W) c F" is a semialgebraic set, but since we shall not need this further, we do not dwell 
on its proof. 
PROOF. (a) By virtue of lemma (3c), one can represent C as a union of monotone closed 
curves and after that decompose each monotone curve on the components of connectivity. 
Thus, we obtain a representation C = ~) Ci of C as a union of monotone closed connected 
curves Ci. Let Ci = {lIi} for an appropriate quantifier-free formula II~ of Tarski algebra. 
We set 
CI ") = {fli} c F/l,, fl = V l-Ii and C C~) = {I-I} = U Cl °. 
1 
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Evidently C~"I~C~ and st(C}"~)~C~. The transfer principle implies the inclusion 
C~ ~ c No(R), since it is equivalent to the formula V x(r I t (x)  ~ Ilxll < R) of Tarski algebra. 
We fix a curve Ct and we claim that CI ") c F~ is a monotone closed connected 
semialgebraic curve and besides that C~ = st(C!"~). From this the statement of item (a) will 
be concluded easily. 
The closedness of semialgebraic set C~ ~ can be inferred from the transfer principle. Now 
we are going to prove that C! ") is a monotone curve. Consider a linear projection ~ of the 
n-dimensional space on the line which is given by the formula 
. . . . .  x . )  = Z ajxj ,  
1 ~j~n 
where ~j = + 1 are taken from the definition of monotonicity of curve Ci. In view of lemma 
(3a), the image rc(Ci) c F is a connected semialgebraic set, therefore, ~(C~) is an interval. 
Moreover, in the case of the field F = N, the image ~(Cl) of the compact set C,. is also a 
compact, in particular r~(C~) is a closed interval. The transfer principle entails that 
rc(C~)= b~, Yz] is a closed interval in the case of an arbitrary real closed field F. 
Moreover, the mapping zc: Ci-4[yz,  Y2] is bijective, since C~ is monotone. Henceforth, 
n(C?)) = [-?~, 72] ~ F,, according to the transfer principle~ furthermore, the mapping ~: 
t~ i~ C! ~'~['Yl, Y2] is bijective. In particular, we deduce that CI ") is a semialgebraic curve and, 
in addition, it is monotone again by the transfer principle. 
Now we shall check that st(C} ~)) c C~. Indeed, let a point x = (x t , . . . ,  x,,)eCl~'); then 
there exists a point 
y = (y~ . . . . .  y.) e Ct ~ C!"~ 
such that 
~(y) = st(g(x))  e [71, Y2] = F 
(see above). The elements ai(x~-y~)eF,,  are either non-negative for all 1 <~j ~ n or non- 
positive for all 1 ~j.N< n, since CI ") is monotone. On the other hand, 
st( = -- 0, 
therefore, 
s t (x j -  yj) = 6j s t (6 j (x j -  yj)) = 0 
for all 1 ~<j <~ n, i.e. st(x) = y, that proves the inclusion st(C! "~) c C~. 
At last, consider a semialgebraic mapping ~-1: [yt, y2]~Cl~). The mapping is 
continuous by virtue of monotonicity of C! "), henceforth, the curve C~ ") is connected in 
view of lemma (3a). Now we shall show that C ¢") is connected. Suppose the contrary. 
Then for some family I of indices the intersection 
(,y, <°') (,y, <°')= + 
Taking into account that the curve C is connected and that curves C~ are closed, we 
deduce the existence of a point 
The obtained contradiction proves the connectivity of C ~"~. 
(b) For every component of connectivity V~ of the set V, consider the following 
semialgebraic set U~ c F" (cf. lemma 1 in Grigor'ev & Vorobjov, 1987). A point xs  Ui iff 
there exist such zl ~ >I 0, ~}) > 0 that the intersection N~(~!x)) c~ V~ ~ ¢, and for each j ~ i the 
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intersection .@~(vl ~1 + zc~ I)c~ V~ = q'). Now we shall establish various properties of the set U~, 
which is semialgebraic since it is represented by some formula of Tarski algebra. 
(e) The inclusion V~ = U~ is correct. Indeed, for any point y e Vt, one can set zl ~) = 0 and 
can take z]§ ) from the definition of components of connectivity (see above). 
([I) The set U~ is open. Let a point x s U~, we shall check that the ball @x(z~)/3) ~ U i. 
Actually, we assert that for any point z s.@~(z]]~/3), one can take zl ") .c~)a_..l~)/a and -~" ~ i  i- 'q t  f'-' 
z~ = z~/])/3. There is such a point ye V~ that the distance Ily-x[I <~ v! x), henceforth, 
[ly-zll-<.< Il y -  xlt + l lx-  zll 
Besides that, for any point z~ e V~, where j # i the inequalities 
IIz -zll >1 I l za -x l l - I I z -x l l  > + fi 2 
are true. 
(~,) For i ¢ j  the intersection U~c~ Uj = 4. Suppose, on the contrary, that a certain point 
xe  Ut c~ Uj. There exist points yte V~, ys ~ I," 1, for which ]lx--y~]] ~< zl ~}, [[x- y~.]t ~< z} x). On the 
other hand, IIx-YjII > z~ ' +x~i7 and IIx-Y~ll > ~}~ +~t~u, this leads to the contradiction. 
Let Ut = {FI~} for each i for suitable quantifier-free formulas lq~ of Tarski algebra. 
Consider semialgebraie s ts U} ") = {l-It} ~- F;~,, for which properties (a), ([~), (T) are fulfilled 
according to the transfer principle, 
Let an arbitrary point w~ W; then the point st(w)e V~o (which is defined since I[wl} ~< R) 
for an appropriate io. By virtue of (c0, (/~) the ball N,,,o(z) c U~., for a suitable 0 < z ~ F. In 
view of the transfer principle, the inclusion ,@,,.,)(z)c U}2 ) is valid in the space F;',. 
Therefore, w e .~,w)(r)c U}~ ). Thus, 
W c ? 
Since set W is connected, one can infer that W ~ U~ ) for a certain i~, taking into 
account properties (/3), (~) of sets U[ "~. This implies according to the proved above that 
st(W) c ~t. The lemma is proved. 
Consider polynomials 
Write p~ in the form 
pteF[eq . . . . .  e.,,][X~ . . . . .  X,,], 1 <<.i~k. 
p, = Y' pl ..... 
j~ ..... j,. 
where pl Jl . . . . .  J") are polynomials in F[X,  . . . . .  X,]. 
LEMMA 5. 
q/'({Pt }t.<~.<k;s ...... S~) (see section 1), (a) Let W c F" be an element of the partition ~s~ ..... s.,) . 
and let C= WC~@o(R ) be a closed connected semialgebraic urve, where R~F.  
Furthermore, let C ("1 = No(R)= F~, be a closed connected semialgebraic urve such 
that C ("~ ~ st( C (~)) = C and such that for a suitable quantifier-free formula II of Tarski 
algebra equalities C = {II} c f", Cc~I= {II} ~- H,', are fulfilled (@ lemma (4a)). Then 
Ct') c W ~) ]'or some unique element W ~"~ = F g of the partition o-//((pi}l ~k) .  
(b) For any element W of the partition og({plJ ...... J"°}l~t<.u:j, ..... 1,,) there is a unique 
element W ~° of the partition ql({Pi}~,<~.<k) such that W = Wt')n F". 
(c) Let 91 . . . . .  .qk be polynomials in F[X1 . . . . .  X,,], and let W1 =F" be a certain 
component of  connectivity of  the semialgebraic set {(Or >f 0)&. . .  & (gk >~ 0)} c F". 
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Then there exists a unique element W[ 0 ~ F" 3 o f  the partition 
~({~ + ~z . . . . .  g~ + ~,  (gx + ~)  •. • (g~ + ~ x) - e3} )
which contains Wl c W} ~). 
PROOF. (a) Taking into account that the curve C t*~ is connected, it is sufficient to show 
that C c` ~ is situated entirely in some ({p~}t ~k)-Cel l  (see section 1). 
Assume that the polynomial p~" ..... -i~:; ~ vanishes on the set W for some j'~ . . . . .  j',,,. Since 
the curve C = {17} c W, the following statement is correct: if a point xsF  '~ satisfies the 
formula I-I, then p[A ..... J;'~(x)=0. The transfer principle entails that the polynomial  
p~A ..... i;~ vanishes also on the curve C t~) = {I-I} c F~. 
We introduce a lexicographical order on multi-indices etting (J'l . . . . .  f,,,) "< (Jl . . . . .  J , ,) 
if J'~=Jm . . . . .  j ' l=jt  and J ' l - l< J t -1  for a certain l< l~<m+l .  Let us denote 
least(p3 =pl  ~t ..... ~'~ iff the sign sgn(p~ ' ..... i,,~) is different from zero on the set W 
(otherwise, if there is no such multi.index (j~ . . . . .  J',3, then we set least (p~) = 0) and in 
addition the sign (p~A ..... J;"~) is equal to zero for each multi-index (j'~ . . . . . .  ]',,,) -< (.]1 . . . . .  J,,,)- 
We recall that sign sgn(p~ A'..... J;;0) is constant on W for every multi- index (j'~ . . . . .  j~',,). 
Note  that polynomial pOi ..... J;~ vanishes on the curve C ~'~, provided that 
(]'i . . . .  ,J;,) "< U1 . . . . .  j,,) by virtue of the facts proved above. 
For any point c E C t"J we claim the equality 
sgn (pi(c)) = sgn ((least (p3)(st(c))), 1 <~ i <~ k. 
In the case when least (P3 = 0, both sides of the claimed equality are zeros according to 
the ascertained above. If least(io~)=pl ~' ..... J'~"~¢0, then pl j' ..... J")(st(c)):~O since 
st(c) ~ C ~ W. Therefore, taking into account the equalities 
p, (c )  = p!J' . . . . .  
= . . . . . .   ,J,r 
for suitable infinitesimals w~, WE ~ Fm (relatively to the field F), one can deduce the desired 
equality 
sgn (p~(c)) = sgn (pl ~' ..... 3~(st(c))) # O. 
C ~) st(ct), st(ca) ~ C W. So the Finally, for an arbitrary pair of points c~, c 2 ~ , points 
definition of the partition og({p!~ ...... J")} ~ z~.<,: ~, ..... j,.) implies 
sgn ((least (p~))(st(ct))) ~ sgn ((least (p3)(st(ca))) 
for all 1 .%< i < k, therefore, sgn (p,(c~)) = sgn (pi(c2)); 1 <~ i <~ k in view of the fact claimed 
above. Thus, arbitrary points c~, c~ e C ~ belong to the same ({pi}~ .<i.<k)-Cell, which was to 
be shown. 
(b) Suppose that there are points x~ e W~ "~ ~ W, x2 e Wz ~"~ c~ W for two distinct elements 
W~# W} ~ of the partition ¢/({p~}~<~). According to lemma 3(b), there exists a closed 
connected semialgebraic urve C c WcaNo(R  ) for some R eF  which contains points 
x~, xa ~ C. By virtue of lemma (4a) one can find a closed connected semialgebraic curve 
C ~") ~ No(R) ~ F~, such that C ~ -', st(C ~)) = C and, furthermore, C = {I-I} ~ F", 
C ~"~ = {lI} c F~ for a suitable quantifier-free formula II of Tarski algebra. Then C t~ ~ Wt ~) 
for some unique element W ~") of the partition ~({p ,}~)  in view of part (a) of the 
present lemma, in particular x~, x2 e W ~), which contradicts the hypothesis. 
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(c) One can uniquely decompose W1 = ~ Wlj, where W1j is an element of the partition 
J 
'Jll({.q~}t ~.~.k) for every j. Taking into account he equality of the partitions 
one deduces from part (b) of the present lemma that for each Wlj there is a unique 
element WI(~ ) ~ F~ of the partition 
~(,q ~ + el . . . . .  gk + ~, (,ql + e0. . .  (gk +8~) -ca) ,  
which contains Wl i ~ W(I ~ ). 
Suppose that for some indices Jl ~J2, elements W~ )# W~ are distinct. Let us pick out 
points x~ ~ Wtj,, x2~ Wtj~. According to lemma (3b), one can find a closed connected 
semialgebraic ct~rve C ~ Wt c~.@o(R) for a suitable R ~ F such that x~, x2 ~ C. By virtue of 
lemma (4a) there exists a quantifier-free formula 17I of Tarski algebra which satisfies the 
following conditions: C = {11} ~F",  the closed connected semialgebraic curve 
C(~') = {I-I} ~ ~o(R) ~ F~ and C ~'~  st(C (~) = C. For any point c~Cc  W~, the inequalities 
~.1~(c) >1 O, l<~i<~ k are valid. So for every point c(")~ C ~"), the inequalities g~(c ~)) I>0, 
l~i<<.k are also correct in view of the transfer principle, therefore gt(c(~l)+~,~ >0,  
1 <~i<~k and 
c (~) ~ ~t-r,~ 0. (~]1(('("))'1"1:1)''" (Jl~()'31" "1)--1:3 ~ ~' 
Since the curve C ('~ is connected, the inclusion C (~') c Wt (~') is fulfilled for an appropriate 
element W(/:)~ F~ of the partition '~/(.qt +~q . . . . .  {Ik+r~,(gt +*:l) • .. (.qk+e~)--e,3), in 
particular, xt, x2 ~ W~ ':). We have obtained a contradiction which completes the proof of 
the lemma. 
3. Projections of a Semialgebraic Set 
Let a formula of Tarski algebra be given by 
3x, >.o)a...&(A_l (2) 
where ./'t . . . . . .  /~-t ~O[Zt . . . . .  Z,,, X I . . . . .  X~_I] are polynomials with deg(ft) <d,  
l(f.) -%< M, I -%< i < k -  1. We add a new wlriable X,, let fk = Xsf l  • . . f , -  1, and consider 
the formula 
Xl . . . 3 X,_ t 3 X , ( ( f  1 >i O)& . . . &(A-  , >~ 0)&(A >t 0)) (3) 
equivalent to formula (2). We introduce one more variable Zo, denote 
fo =Zo -X2- . ,  . -X2  
and consider the formula 
3Zo3Xt  . . .~X,_13X~(( fo~O)&( . f~>>-O)&. . .  a(A-1 >f 0)&(A i> 0)), (4) 
which is equivalent to formulas (2) and (3). 
In the present section we describe an algorithm which constructs (see lemma 10 below) 
a formula of the first-order theory of a certain real closed field F 3. The formula is of the 
form 3 T(PI), where P1 is a quantifier-free formula with the coefficients in the field Fa, and 
is such that 3 T(PO is equivalent (over the field ~) to the formula 
3X, . . .~X~_t  ~X~((J~,>...O)&(f~ >..-0)&... &(fk-t ~> 0)&(fk ~ 0)), (5) 
i.e. both formulas determine the same (semialgebraic) set in the space Q"+I; in other 
words a point (zo, z~ . . . . .  z,,)~Q '+ 1 satisfies (5) iffit satisfies the formula 3 T(Pz). So, the 
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algorithm reduces a projection along many variables (see formula (2)) to a projection 
along two variables Z o, T, taking into account hat formula (2) (and (4)) is equivalent to 
the formula ~ Zoe~)~ T~Fa(P~) (being not a formula of the first-order theory!) 
We begin with the construction of the formula ~ T(P~). Let the element e~ > 0 be 
infinitesimal relatively to the field q, let the element e2 > 0 be infinitesimal relatively to 
~(~)  and let the element ~a >0 be infinitesimal relatively to Q(e~,e2). We denote 
F~ = (~~e~), Fz = ~ ,  ~), F3 = ~ )  (see section 2). Consider the polynomial 
9 = (fo +~l)(f~ +~) . . .  (fk+~)--~3 ~[~1,  ~3][Z0, Z~ . . . . .  Z,, X~ . . . . .  Xs] 
and the formula 
X~. . .  ~ X~((g = 0)&(fo+el > 0)& . . .  &(f~+s~ > 0)). (6) 
Consider points z = (Zo, z ~ . . . .  , z,) ~ &" + ~ and 0 ~- v ~ &" + ~, and let ~ = z + ~2 v ~ F~ + ~ 
We denote the semialgebraic sets 
V= {(fo ~> 0)&. . .  a(fk >1 0)} ~ Q'÷"+*, 
VI*)= {(fo+al > 0)&. . .  &(f~+al > 0)} c F~ +n+x. 
LEMMA 6. 
(a) For an arbitrary 0 < R ~ ~,  the following three sets coincide." 
V n ~o(R) = st(V t~) n go(R)) 
= st(V ~' n {o t> 0} n ~o(R))  ~ (V~") n {a >t 0} n ~o(R))  c F~+"+~; 
(b) The sign sgn (fi+~l) is constant on any component of connectivity of the 
semialgebraic set {g >~ 0} ~ F~ +'+ t for each 0 <, i <~ k; 
(c) Formula (5) is true at point z iff formula (6) is valid at point ~. Moreover, if formula 
(5) is true at point z and some point (z, x)~ ~+"+ ~ belongs to a certain component o f  
connectivity Vt of the set V, and by the same token (cf. part (a) of the present lemma) 
the point (z, x) belongs to a corresponding component of connectivity V~ ~0 of the set 
{g >1 0}, then there exists a point (~, Yc) ~ V[ "~ such that #(~, Yc) = 0 and such that point 
(z, st(Y¢)) = st (~, 2) ~ ~s +~ + ~ is defined. 
PROOF. (a) (see also lemma 2 from Grigor'ev & Vorobjov, 1987), Let a point 
u ~ V t~)n Do(R), then Ilst(u)ll <<. R and fi(st(u)) >>. 0 for every 0 ~< i ~< k; this entails the 
inclusion st (Vt~)n~o(R) )~Vc~o(R) .  Now consider a point w~Vn~o(R) ,  then 
f~(w)+ el >~ ~1 > 0, 0 <~ i ~ k and g(w) i> e l+l -ca  > 0, henceforth, 
(Vn~o(R) )  ~ st(V ~8) n {g I> 0} n ~o(R)) c~ (V (~) n {g >I 0} c~ ~o(R)). 
(b) (see also lemma 2 from Grigor'ev & Vorobjov, 1987). Let W1 c {g/> 0} be a 
component of connectivity of the semialgebraic set {g ~> 0}. If the sign sgn ( f /+el )  is not 
constant on I411, then there exists a point ue W1 such that fi(u)+~ 1= 0. The inequality 
g(u) = -e3 < 0 leads to contradiction. 
(c) Assume that formula (6) is valid at point ~, then there exists a point 
(~, ~) ~ V ~ c~ {g = 0}. Since fo(~, ~) + ~l > 0, i.e. 11~11 ~ < z o + 2el, one concludes that the 
point st(Yc) is defined and (z, st(~)) ~ V is fulfilled according to part (a) of this lemma, i.e. 
formula (5) is true at point z. 
Conversely, suppose that formula (5) is valid at point z, then some point (z, x)~ V 
belongs to an appropriate component of connectivity I/1 of the set V, whence (z, x) e V~ ~ 
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for a suitable component of connectivity V( "1 of the set V I<) n {g 1> 0} (see item (a) of this 
lemma). Note that V1 c V(~) by virtue oflemma 5(0. Since f~(z, x)+el  f> 81, 0 ,%< i ~< k and 
g(z,x)>~e.]+l-e.3, there exists such a natural number q that for any point 
(z',x')~(.,x)(e/]) the inequalities ~(z' ,x ' )+ea>~l/2 , O<<.i<~k are correct; so 
g(Z', X') >i (~;i/2) k+ 1 - -  83 > 0, i.e. ~(~, ~)(e'~) Vt ~). Obviously, (L x) e ~(~, ~)(~]). 
On the s-dimensional plane La = {(L x'): x' e f t}  c F~ +'+~ we consider an arbitrary ray 
7 ~ ~ with endpoint (~, x) and with a rational directing vector. The intersection 
K~ = 7 n {g < 0} is not empty. Indeed, otherwise ~ = Vp in view of part (b) of the present 
lemma; so for any point G, x')e7 the inequality [Ix'l] 2 < Zo+2el is fnlfilled, which leads to 
a contradiction. The set K~ is semialgebraic and, henceforth, K x is the union of a finite 
number of intervals. We denote by G, ~)e ? one of the endpoiuts of these intervals which 
is the nearest o the point (~, x). Then g(L ~) = 0 since in an arbitrary neighbourhood (on 
the ray 7) of the point (L ~) there is a point in which the polynomial g has a negative 
value as well as a point in which ,q has a positive value. 
The closed interval J c 7 with endpoints (~, x) and (L 2) is contained in V[ ~), according 
to part (b) of the present lemma, in particular G', -~)u V~ ~'), tiffs entails II~ll 2 < Zo + 2el and 
that the formula (6) is true at point L It remains to show that st(~, ~)eV~. The set 
st(J) ~ Q'~+"+ t is well defined and coincides with the closed interval with endpoints (z, x) 
and (z, st(2)). Indeed, let (u~ . . . . .  u,)eQ '~ be the directing vector of the ray y. Then 
2 = x + ~(ut . . . . .  u.D for a certain 0 < ~ ~ F 3 being Q-finite by the facts proved above. For 
any 0 ~< [I ~< c~, g ~ F~, the equality 
s t (x  +/~(u~ . . . . .  u.)) = x + st([D(ut . . . . .  us) 
is correct. This implies that st(J) is a closed interval. Finally, st(J) ~ V by virtue of part 
(a) of the present lemma, henceforth, st(J) ~ V~, which completes the proof of the lemma. 
Now we return to the description of the algorithm. It involves the following 
construction from Grigor'ev & Vorobjov (1987) (see also Vorobjov & Grigor'ev, 1985). 
We denote by F ~- Z ~- ~ the family consisting of vectors of the kind ~ = (Tz,. . . ,  Y~) e F, 
where y~, 2 ~< i ~< s run independently over all integers from 1 up to N~ = (2(k+ 1)d)t For 
a point z(2)e F~ + t we denote by g(gZ)) the polynomial 
g(z. (2), X t . . . . .  Xs)~ F2[g3]EXI, . . ., Xs]. 
The following lemma can be inferred from lemmas 4, 5 in Grigor'ev & Vorobjov (1987) 
(see there the corollary after lemma 5; cf. also Vorobjov & Grigor'ev, 1985). 
LEMMA 7. Let a point Z(2)~ F~ + 1. 
(a) For each component of  connectivity V2 of the variety {g(z (2)) = 0} ~ F~, provided that 
V 2 is situated in a certain ball, and for every vector V = (72 . . . . .  7~) ~ F the system of 
equations 
g<z<2,) = -N2s  . . . .  
: y, ( o ) N2s ) = (7) 
has a root in V2. 
(b) There exists a vector 7 = (72 . . . . .  7.3) ~ F such that any solution of,system (7), which 
belongs to the space F~, is an isolated point of the algebraic variety consisting of  all 
.solutions of system (7) in the space F~. 
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We recall that/~3 = F3[x/-L-i-] is the algebraic losure of F 3, Lemma 7(b) entails, in 
particular, that for a relevant y~ F, system (7) has only finite number of solutions in the 
space F~. 
In order to verify formula (6) in a certain point z ~2), it is sufficient o test, whether there 
exists a component of connectivity Va of the variety {g(z ~2)) = 0} = Fg and a point x ~ V 3 
from some representative s t for the variety {g(z C2)) = 0} (considered below) such that the 
inequalities f~(zCE))(x) + el > 0, 0 ~< i ~< k hold, taking into account that signs 
sgn(fi(z~Z))+el), O<i<~k are constant on V a according to lemma6(b).  As a 
representative s t of the points x, the algorithm will take solutions of system (7) in the 
space F~, this family of points x suffices in view of lemma 7(a) and the observation that if 
sgn (fo(Zt2~)(x c~) +e~) > 0 for points x ~ ~ V a belonging to some component of connectivity 
V a of the variety {9(z ~2)) = 0} c F~, then Va ~ ~o((Z0+28~)~/2). 
Let us fix for the time being a vector 7~F and denote h~ =g,  
We introduce a new variable X o and polynomials 
"hj = Xg ~gx, ..... x'°'Ahj(Z0 . . . . .  Z,,, X I /X  o . . . . .  XJXo),  1 <~j <~ s 
homogeneous with respect to variables X0, X~ . . . . .  As. Consider a certain point 
z~a~e_~+ , one more new variable Y and the following system of equations homogeneous 
with respect o variables X 0 . . . . .  X~ (cf. section 5 in Chistov & Grigor'ev, 1983b; Chistov 
& Grigor'ev, 1984): 
hj(z ~3)) - YX~ e~x°,....x,ff~) --- 0; 1 ~<j ~< s (8) 
over a field ffa(Y). 
Besides, consider a system of equations 
~_ yxfl~xo.....x,:,s~ = 0; 1 ~<j ~< s (8') 
in the variables X0, . . . ,  X~ over a field ~(e~, e3)(Y, Z o . . . . .  Z,,). Further, we need some 
similar statements about both systems (8) and (8'). Thus, we consider an arbitrary field F 
(of zero characteristic), a vector 5e ~ F "+ i and a system 
-~s(~ )_  yxflogxo ..... x~(r,s~ = 0; 1 ~< j ~ s. (8") 
Define the field H~ =F(Y).  Later we consider two cases: F=F a and ~e=z(3~ or 
F = ~(~,  %)(Z o . . . .  , Z,) and ~ = (Z o . . . .  , Z,,). 
PROPOSITION 3. System (8') has a finite nonzero number of  solutions in the projective space 
~(I~1) (see section 5 in Chistov & Grigor'ev, 1983b and also Chistov & Grigor'ev, 1984). 
PROOF. We define T 1 = 1/Y, then H1 = F(Y~) and system (8") is equivalent to a system 
..... = 0;  1 s 
(i.e. the varieties of solutions of the latter system and system (8") in the space P'(/-Tt) 
coincide). The latter system has a finite nonzero number of solutions iff its u-resultant 
R(Y~) ~F[uo . . . .  , us][Y1] does not vanish identically. On the other hand, ~(0) # O, taking 
into account hat ~(0) equals to the u-resultant of the system Xf  *gx ..... x,t~s~ = 0; 1 ~<.1 < s 
having a finite number of solutions in ps(/7). This completes the proof of the proposition. 
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Consider now system (8") in the variables X0 . . . . .  X.,, Y over the field F and the variety 
of its solutions Uv c ~,.~+2 
PROPOSITION 4. The irreducible (over F) components °Ut = F ~+ 2 of the variety UF that are not 
situated in any union of a finite number of hyperplanes of the kind { Y = fi}, where f ie f ,  
correspond bO'ectively to the classes of solutions conjugate over the field H~ in the space 
W(/tl) of the system (8"). Under this correspondence, if J c FlY,  Xo . . . . .  X~] is an ideal of  
a component ~, then Hi ®rJ c Hi [Xo . . . . .  X~] is an ideal of  the corresponding conjugate 
class. Furthermore, dim ~= 2 for each t (see section 5 in Chistov & Grigor'ev, 1983b and 
also Chistov & Grigor'ev, 1984). 
PROOF. Indeed, denote by Jm (resp. JF) the ideal, generated by the polynomials 
~(~)_  yx f l ,~  ..... ,~g,~l for 1 <~j<<,s in the Hi-algebra A m =Hi[X o . . . . .  X~] (resp. in 
F-algebra At,, = F[ Y, X 0 . . . . .  X(]). Then 
At h = Hi @,,At,. = (F[YJ\{0})-~Ar. 
Therefore, there is a bijective correspondence preserving the inclusion relation between 
prime ideals ~/~])~ can , ,  and on the other hand, prime ideals fl~!)cAr such that 
~¢~) ~ F[Y] {0}; besides, under this correspondence -~(0 = orH, ---- H1 ®p fl~) (see Lang, 1965). 
Apart from that, to every prime ideal ~,¢}})such t at ,~!>c~F[Y] = {0} corresponds a 
variety 'f)~, c/7.,'+ z irreducible over F, which is not situated in any union of a finite 
numbcr of hyperplanes of the kind {Y=[I} for f ieF (and conversely). Denote by 
"/+'t~'?, ~ P'~(lTt) a variety irreducible over Ht corresponding to a homogeneous prime ideal 
""), provided that J~}, 4: (Xo . . . . .  X,). Let f}})~ = Jn, (resp. J~) ' ,  Jr) be a certain r f  p II j 
prime ideal homogeneous (resp. homogeneous relatively to X o . . . .  , X~) and minimal 
among prime ideals containing JH, (resp. Jr). In other words, the factor ideal ~¢0/r ]" H I /OHI  
(resp. J~¢)/Jr) is a minimal prime ideal in the factorring AHJ,Ill , (resp. AF/Jj,). Hence, /r+,i~, 
(resp. g/)~,) is an irreducible (over H1, resp. F) component of the variety of roots of system 
(8") in the space W(l-Tl) (resp. p+2), taking into account hat ~¢~)~  (X 0 . . . .  , X~) since 
system (8") has at least one root in the space pS(Ht) by proposition 3. This entails the 
correspondence claimed in proposition 4 between components ~ and, on the other hand, 
classes of solutions of system (8") conjugate over Hi. Finally, for each ~ there is a 
suitable prime ideal J~) such that $/i = ~/z]f>, therefore 
= @.~ Av)/(H1 ®r' J F  +) dim ~ = deg trr(Av/j~ )) deg trv((H1 "~'"~
= deg trr(An,/,,¢~),) = deg trn,(An,/J~ ) + 1 = dim ,4]g~ + 2 = 2 
(the latter equality follows from proposition 3). The proposition is proved. 
PROPOSITION 5. The variety 
(U c ;s+,  
considered as a subvariety of the space P+ i with coordinates Xo,. •., Xs is a union of  a 
finite number of lines passing through the origin of coordinates. Besides, for every isolated 
solution (xt . . . . .  xs )e f  s of system ht(£z) . . . . .  hs(Y') = 0 (obtained from system (7) by 
replacing the point z (2) by the point ~r) its cone (which is a line) 
{(2, 2xl . . . . .  2xs)a~t,} c F '~+ l is a component of the variety 
(0 "/J;) { r = 0} 
irreducible over the.field ft. i 
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l~ooF. For each t, by virtue of proposition 4, d im~t=2.  Apart from that, 
~c~ { Y = 0} ~ ~¢~[. Therefore, dim (~n { Y = 0}) = 1 according to the theorem on the 
dimension of intersection (see Shafarevich, 1974). Furthermore, the variety ~c~ { Y = 0} is 
homogeneous since ~,is a component of the variety, consisting of solutions of system (g"), 
which is homogeneous relatively to the coordinates Xo, . . . ,  X,. Thus, ~c~ { Y = 0} is a 
union of a finite number of lines passing through the origin of coordinates. 
Taking into account hat con = {(;t, ),xl . . . . .  ;tx,)z,p} = UFn { Y = 0}, one can infer that 
there exists a certain irreducible component ~/" = U e of the variety U F which contains 
con = ~.. If U = ~ for some t, then con is a line being a component of ~ 'n  { Y = 0} and 
the required statement of the proposition is valid. Otherwise, ~/" is situated in a union of a 
finite number of hyperplanes of the kind { Y = fl}, therefore, "U ~ { Y = 0} because of the 
irreducibility of ~. Denote by ~/r = P'(F) a projective irreducible variety such that the 
cone con("/V)= ~. According to theorem on the dimension of intersections (see 
Shafarevich, 1974), dimU~>2, hence dim~V>~l. On the other hand, the point 
(1: xl: .. • :x~)e ~ is an isolated solution of a system hl(Lr) . . . . .  h~(~) = 0. This leads 
to a contradiction with the fact that ~/K also satisfies the latter system. The proposition is 
proved. 
In the sequel we shall make use of the following construction from Lazard (1981). 
Let go . . . . .  g~,- ~ ~ F [Xo  . . . .  , Xs] be homogeneous polynomials of degrees 
6o >16~ >1. . .  >t 6k-~, respectively. Introduce new variables Uo . . . . .  u~ algebraically 
independent over a field F(Xo . . . .  , X~). Consider a polynomial gk = Xouo+. . .  +X,  tq 
and set 
D= ~ fit--s, 
O<~i<~s 
where ~k . . . . .  ~5~= 1 if k~s .  Denote by ~ (resp. ~) a space of homogeneous 
polynomials in the variables X0, . . . ,  X~ of degree D-6~ (resp. D) over the field 
F(u o . . . .  , u,). Consider alinear mapping s¢ : No @. • • @ Nk ~ & over the field F(uo , . . . ,  u~) 
given by the formula 
~¢ff(bo . . . . .  bk) = ~, gibt. 
O<~i~k 
Denote by (n:o) 
p i= , z= 
n 
binomial coefficients. One can write an arbitrary element b = (bo . . . . .  bk) ~ No • • • • @ ~k 
in the form 
b = (b0,1 . . . . .  bo,po,  b1,1 . . . . .  bl.p, . . . . .  b~,l . . . . .  bk, p~), 
where b~,l . . . .  , bt.p, are the coefficients of the polynomial b~, provided that some 
numeration of monomials of degree D-  c5~ is fixed. Similarly, one can write elements from 
the space N. In a chosen coordinate system the mapping d has a matrix A of size 
z x ( ~ p~). The matrix A can be uniquely represented in a form A = (A ("~, A(-C)), where 
A (') (we call it the number part of A) contains ~ p~ columns and A (y) (we call it the 
O~i~k-I  
formal part of A) contains Pk columns; furthermore, the entries of A (") belong to the field 
F, the entries of A c:) are linear forms in variables Uo . . . . .  u~ over F. 
The next proposition is a certain effective version of Hilbert's Nullstellensatz. 
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P~oposmoN 6. (Lazard, 1981). A system go . . . . .  gk- 1 = 0 has no roots in ps(ff) iff the 
ideal (~.1o . . . . .  ~.lk- ~) = (Xo . . . . .  Xs) °. 
The proof of the next proposition is based on the latter one. 
PROPOSmON 7 (Lazard, 1981). 
(a) A system go . . . . .  gk-a = 0 has a finite number of roots in ps(ff) iff rank 
rank (A) = z; in parts (b), (c), (d) we suppose that rank rank (A) = z. 
(b) All ~ × z minors (by a minor we mean the determinant of a submatrix) of matrix A 
generate a principal ideal whose generator R ~ F[u o . . . . .  u~] is their greatest common 
divisor. 
(c) a Jbrm R homogeneous relatively to the variables u o . . . . .  u~ is a product 
R= .<1~.< L~' 
1 ~I~D2 
of linear forms 
O~j<~s 
with coeJficients j~om if, fitrthermore, (~:~1:... : ~]0) e IP"(ff) is a root q/" the system 
~1o . . . .  = Ok- ~ = 0 with the multiplicity et. 
(d) Let A be a nonsingular z × z submatrix of A containing rank (A ~'~) columns in the 
number part A °'1 (obviously, such a submatrix exists). Then the determinant detA 
equals to R up to a./[~ctor fi'om F*, besides, 
degR=D 1= ~ e~=z-rank(A°°) .  
I <~i<~D2 
We shall apply later this proposition in the case when k = n. In this case, R coincides 
with the classical u-resultant of the system of the polynomials 00 . . . . .  9,,- ~. We shall make 
use of the suggested explicit form of R. 
The algorithm constructs a matrix A with entries in the ring 
Q[el, ~a][Y, Zo . . . . .  Z,,, Uo . . . . .  us] 
corresponding to system (8') considered in the variables Xo . . . . .  Xs. Denote by At,cs~ ) 
(resp. A~z) a matrix corresponding to system (8) (resp. (8")) and obtained from matrix A 
by substituting the coordinates of the vector z t3) (resp. ~)  instead of the variables 
Zo . . . . .  Z,,. Denote by 
R E Q[e 1, s3, Y, Zo . . . . .  Zn, u0,. . . ,  us] (resp. Rt~c3 b ~ ff3[Y, u o . . . . .  us], 
resp. R~F[Y ,  uo, . . . ,  u~-l) the u-resultant of system (8') (resp. (8), resp. (8")) (see 
proposition 7(b)). u-Resultants do not vanish because of proposition 3. One can assume 
w.l.o.g, that YX R, Y X RI~I3~), Y X R~, otherwise one divides the respective polynomial by 
the highest possible power of the variable Y. 
Consider arbitrary polynomials Eo . . . . .  E~,~F[Y, Xo . . . . .  Xs-1 homogeneous in the 
variables Xo . . . . .  X, such that the variety U ~ (see proposition 4) coincides with the 
t 
variety of all roots in the space p+2 of the system E o . . . . .  E~,=0. By virtue of 
proposition 4, the variety of all roots of the latter system over the field/7~ coincides with 
the variety Un, ~ ps(B~) of all roots of system (8"). Owing to proposition 3, UH, has a 
finite number of points; denote by/ ]~ a matrix with z~ rows corresponding to the system 
Eo . . . . .  ~,  =0 and by 0 ~ I~eF[Y ,  Uo . . . . .  u.~] its u-resultant. Again, d iv id ing/~ by 
the highest possible power of Y, we can sssume w.l.o.g, that YXI~z. 
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Proposition 7(c) entails that 
/~  = 1-[ (/-J)')~J, R~ = ~ (/J)))rs, 
J J 
where the linear forms / J ) ) - - -~ lu0+. . .  +~J~us correspond bijeetively to the points 
(~¢d):... :~) )e  U m of the variety Uu,. Furthermore, the integers ~i, V1 are positive. Hence, 
the relations R,r[(/~) ~ and g~-[(R~)~ are valid in the ring H~[uo . . . . .  uj] for relevant 
integers ~, V. Therefore, 
R~(0, Uo . . . . .  u~)](/~,(0, uo,. . . ,  u~)) ~ and /~(0,  u o . . . . .  u~)[(R~(0, u0 . . . . .  u~)) ~ 
are true in thc ring F[u o . . . . .  u~-]. 
Consider a system 
~o(0, Xo . . . . .  x~) . . . . .  E~(O, X0,.  •., Xs) = O. 
It has a finite number of roots SK c W(F) and herewith the cone 
con(~r) = (U ~)~ {Y=0} = F ~+~ 
l 
(see proposition 5). The matrix ,~,(0), corresponding to the latter system is obtained from 
the matrix A~ by substituting 0 instead of Y. Let A(0) be a certain nonsingular ~t × zt 
submatrix of the matrix A~,(0), containing the maximal possible number of columns in the 
number part of A~(0), then 
det (A(0)) = yfl/~' 
is the u-resultant of the system 
~-o(0, Xo . . . . .  X~) . . . . .  E.(0, Xo . . . . .  X3  = 0, 
where the linear forms L~ correspond bijectively to the points of the set #~ according to 
proposition 7(b). Denote by A the z, x ~ submatrix of the matrix A~ formed by the same 
columns as the matrix A(0). Then det (A) ¢ 0 and, by proposition 7(b) , /~]det  (A) in the 
ring Hl[uo . . . .  , u,]. Hence, /~(0,  Uo,..., u~)]det(A(0)). Thus 
R~(0, Uo . . . . .  u3 = [ I  ~l  
i 
is fulfilled for suitable integers e~. Our next purpose is to show that each c~ > 0. 
Denote by Jg~ c FlY,  Xo . . . . .  X~] the prime ideal defining the component ~', and by 
9#J)~ = Ha[X o . . . . .  X~] the prime ideal defining the class of points of the variety U m 
conjugate over the field H~, that correspond to each other by proposition 4. Introduce a 
polynomial 
E(Y, Xo, . . . ,  As) = R~(Y, - ~ uiX~, UlX  0 . . . . .  usXo)  ~. ~ E I  ul, 
l~i<~s I 
~" is a monomial respective where the polynomials EzeF[Y  , Xo , . . . ,  X~] and u ~ = u~' . . ,  u  
to a multi-index I = (I~ . . . . .  I~). Let a point (~0 : •. • : ~s) e UH, and 
I~)2(Uo . . . .  , u,) = ~oUo + . . .  + ¢,u~ 
be the corresponding linear form. Consider a polynomial 
~( '~"  X~) = I~ ~ ~ u~x~, u~xo . . . . .  u~Xo) o k"ex0~ " " " Jo ( - - l~ i~s  
=-~o Y, u~X,+¢~u~Xo+... +~u~XoeR~[Xo, . . . ,  X , u~ . . . . .  u~]. 
l ~i<~s 
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Obviously, 
e(Y, Xo . . . . .  x~) = 1-I (EJ'~(Xo . . . . .  x~))'~. 
Then J 
0 = E}l)(~ 0 . . . . .  in)  e /~ l  [Ul  . . . . .  Us], 
and, conversely, if EJ,~)((o . . . . .  (~) = 0 and some of the (0 . . . . .  (s does not vanish, then the 
points 
(30 : . . .  : ~s) = (Co: . . .  :~)  e p~(/-7~) 
coincide. Therefore 
0 = I1 = E(Y, . . . . .  
J 
for every point (~o: . . .  :~)e  U m. This implies that a polynomial E r e J~l  for each 1, t. 
Hence, by virtue of proposition 4, E te  J~). This means that the polynomial 
E(Y, Xo . . . . .  X~) vanishes on the variety (U-~). Therefore, the polynomial 
E(O, Xo . . . . .  Xs) vanishes on the variety t 
(U ~'t)~ {Y = 0}. 
t 
By the above arguments, this entails that, for any point of the variety 
(U {r= o} 
t 
and its corresponding linear form L~,,, 
~,, Ig~(0,  uo . . . . .  u3 = [ [  IXl. 
t 
This completes the proof of the following 
PROPOSITION 8. Let Re be the u-resultant of system (8"). Then 
R~(O, Uo, . . ., u~) = I I  Ixl 
l 
.[br appropriate positive integers ct, where the linear forms L~ = (o Uo + . . .  + (~u~ correspond 
bi./ectively to the points ((o : . . . .  ' (s) ~ # '  of the set "/C c ps(/7) such that its cone 
con (~/) = (U ~) c~ { Y = 0}. 
t 
Applying lemma 7(a), (b), proposition 5 and proposition 8 to a point ~ = z t2) eF~ +a 
one can infer the following 
COROLLARY. A point z(a) e F'~ +1 satisfies formula (6)/ff there exist a vector 
y = (Y2,- . . ,Ys)EF 
and a linear form L~ ~)Uo + • "C°u . . . ,  us) and ~)#0.  = .. +g~ s such that LilR~2~(O, uo, 
Furthermore, the point (~o/~) . . . . .  ~t~/~))sF~ belongs to the space Fg. Finally, the 
inequalities 
f~(z c~), &/~(~ . . . . .  &/#g~)+~, > 0:0  < i<  k 
are fulfilled. 
Our next aim is to contruct a polynomial 
~o(Zo . . . . .  Z,,)~ ~[e.1, e.33[Zo . . . . .  Z,,, Uo . . . . .  u,'l 
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and a polynomial 
P(Zo . . . . .  Z,,) ~ Q[~I, ~3][Zo . . . . .  Z,,] 
such that 
4,o(Zo . . . . .  z , )  = ,~ ~ I:llR(O, Zo . . . . .  Z , ,  Uo, . . ., u3 
is a product (up to a factor 2 e Fa(Z o . . . . .  Z,)*) of all linear forms L$ = (~)Uo + . ..  + (¢j}u, 
i s  I which are factors of the polynomial R(O, Zo . . . .  ,Z , ,u  o,. . .,u~) such that 
rio e Q(~I, e,a)(Zo, Z,,), (tj~ ¢ 0 and, besides, uaj • , ,~ 
4'o(Z (3)) = .~ ~ EIIR=,3,(O, Uo, . . ., u~) 
is a product (up to a factor ,~ e f~') of all linear forms 
Li = (~)uo+. . .  +~°us)[R..(3,(0, Uo . . . . .  us), i e J  
such that ~J°eff~, ff~)¢ 0, provided that P(z  (a))-¢ O, where a point z(a)e/~ +' (cf. the 
construction from Chistov & Grigor'ev, 1984). 
Now the algorithm applies the Gaussian algorithm to the matrix A. Let p steps of 
Gaussian algorithm be already carried out and let (io, Jo) . . . . .  ( iv- 1, J , -  1) be a sequence of 
leading entries, herewith J0 <.  - • <Jp-~, and i= va ip when c~ 4: ft. By the current step the 
matrix A is reduced by elementary transformations to a matrix A (a) (a~ =(a  u ) (at the 
beginning A (°) = A) with entries from the field Q(el, aa)(Z0, • •., Z., u 0 . . . . .  us). 
Moreover, r~(o) - 0 if either ja_ 1 -u < j  <jp for a certain 0 ~ fl ~< p-  1, or j =Jo for some 
O<~fl<.Np-1 and i ¢ i~  for all O<c~-N<p-1, o r j= jp  for some O<.N[]<~p-1 and i= i= for 
some 0 <~ fl < ct <~ p-  1. The next leading entry (io, jp) is picked out so that Jo is the least 
possible index such that Jo-~ <Jo and n(e). ~ O. For each i different from all io, ip set 
0. . .=. . ,  . . . .  (p+ ~)_  , ,( .)_aw) a(O)/a(.) (an elementary transformation over rows with the x~ ~.,xlLxy t~id  - -~ i j  ~io, j i , jpt i#,jp 
leading entry (ip,jp)). This completes the description of applying Gaussian algorithm to 
the matrix A and producing matrices A = A {°) . . . . .  A (~- ~), where z is the number of rows 
in the matrix A, taking into account hat rank (A)= z by virtue of proposition 3 and 
proposition 7(a). 
Let i # i= for all 0 <~ a ~< p-  1 and j =~Ja for all 0 ~< fl ~< p - 1. Denote by A{e} _,~ a submatrix 
of the matrix A, formed by the rows io . . . .  , io_ ~, i and by the columns jo . . . . .  Jp-~,Ju,). It 
is well known (see e.g. Heintz, 1983) that a u = det(AlsO.))/det (AiO- 1). ~ This statement, as k~lp -  l,Jp- 11" 
usual, guarantees that the Gaussian algorithm can be realised within the available time 
(see section 5 below). 
After carrying out the Gaussian algorithm, the algorithm under description calculates 
polynomials 
~]/1 ,,(o) o(~-1). --- get (A~:--~I~_ )
and 
191 = ] - - [  ( . (p)  ~-p  ~"~,~ = I-[ det ~A (") ~ k lp, jp] 
0=~p-~ -1  O~<p~<~:- 1 
from the ring Q[~,  ~a][Y, Zo . . . .  , Z,,  Uo, • •., us]. Denote by Po the unique number such 
that the entry a~o <°)_ ~,s,o" _ ~ belongs to the number part of the matrix A and the entry -~.o, n(°) :.o 
(0o) ' theleast possible belongs to the formal part of A. Because of the choice of entry a~.o, s.o w~th 
Jeo one deduces that the rank of the number part of A equals Po. Therefore, proposition 
7(d) implies the coincidence of the polynomial ~kt with the u-resultant R of system (8') up 
to a factor from (Q(el, e3)(Y, Zo . . . . .  Z,,))*. Observe that if 
0 # PI(z(Z))~F3[Y,  Uo , . . . ,  usI, 
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then the polynomial i//l(z (~)) coincides with the u-resultant R=c3~ of system (8) up to a 
factor from (_Fa(Y))* again according to proposition 7(d). 
Let us write 
'/J, = 2 ~?'YJ, 
jo~.j 
where the polynomials 
t/,(/l(Zo . . . . .  Z,) ~ ~[~,  ~3][Zo . . . . .  Z,,, Uo . . . . .  us], 
furthermore, ~p(/o) ~ 0. Then the polynomial 
R(0, Zo . . . . .  Z,,, Uo . . . . .  u~)~ Q[a, ,  ~3][Zo . . . . .  Z,, Uo , . . . ,  us] 
coincides with the polynomial ¢@) up to a factor from (Qq,  e3)(Zo . . . . .  Z,,))*. If 
0 ~ ¢(/"~(zl3b E Fduo . . . . .  u~] 
and Pi(z (a)) :/: 0, then the polynomial 
R.,a,(0, Uo . . . . .  u~) ~ ffa[Uo . . . . .  us] 
coincides with the polynomial ~J°)(z (3)) up to a factor from F*. 
We write 
,/,?o~ = m ~.,~-,o '/4°' "'U~', 
where the polynomials 
q//"''~(Zo . . . . .  Z,,) E Q[~q, a3][Zo . . . . .  Z,,, t,~ . . . . .  u,], 
furthermore, ~,(~°'"'°)~0. Then a polynomial ##"''°) coincides up to a factor from 
Fa(Zo . . . . .  Z,,)* with the product 
I-I/511R(0, Zo . . . . .  Z,, . . . . .  Z,,, Uo . . . . .  u~) 
of all linear forms 
L~ = (~)Uo+ . . .  +(]~)u~, i¢ l  
being factors of R(0, Zo . . . . .  Z,,, Uo . . . . .  u.,) such that ~cd) = 0; (J°eQ(81, e,3)(Z o. . . . .  Z,,) 
(see proposition 8). If 
0 # ¢~:"''°~(z c~) eF~Eu~ . . . . .  u~] 
and Pl(Z (3)) :~ 0, then a polynomial ~]~°''°)(z(3)) coincides up to a factor from if* with the 
product 1-I/~I[R=~3,(0, Uo,..., u,) of all linear forms 
= • • • + G u~ 
being factors of Rz(~(O, uo,. •., u,) such that ~) = 0; ~josFa (see again proposition 8). 
Hence, the desired product 
I-I/XlIR(0, Zo . . . . .  Z, Uo,..., u~) 
i e l  
of all linear forms 
L, = ((~)Uo+ . . .  +(~l)u~, i E I  
such that (~):~ 0, coincides up to a factor from Fs(Zo . . . . .  Z,)* with a quotient 
¢~J°I/G:°''o) ~ ~(e., ~.9(Zo . . . . .  Z,,)[Uo, ul . . . . .  u,d, 
hence 
¢~Jo.,O/¢(/o,,,,ol ~ ~(~,~, ~3)(Zo,..., Z,,)[ul,..., u~.] 
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for each m ~< mo. Similarly, the product 
I-I fC/IR=,~,(0, Uo ..... u,) 
ieJ 
of all linear forms 
L; = ~(d'u0+ . . .  +~%~,  i~ J  
such that ¢(d ~ 4 0; ~)0 ~ if3 coincides up to a factor from F--3* with a quotient 
(~?°)/~'?°'m°))(Z(~)) ~ YdUo, u, . . . . .  u~]. 
Hence, 
(~?o. ~/,p?o,.,o)) s G[u~ . . . . .  u3 
for each m ~<mo, provided that g,~o'm°)(z t3)) ¢ 0 and P~(z ~)) ~ O. 
After that the algorithm calculates the quotient ~b(1~)/~(1 ~°''°~ factoring both polynomials 
~b~ °~, ¢(1 ~°'m°) over the field Q(e,l, e3)(Z o . . . .  ,Z,)  using proposition 1. The quotient 
(O~°)/Of°'"o))(z(a)) is obtained by substituting in the quotient (O(~°)/g,(1 ~°',,,o)) the coordinates 
of the point g(3) instead of the variables Zo . . . . .  Z,,, provided that ¢(~°"°)(z(3))~ O,
P~(z (~) ~ O. We represent ~(iJ°)/~,(l~°' ' ) = ~'o/P~ for a certain polynomial 
P~ e Q[~, ~3][Zo, • -., Z. ]  of the least ~" possible degree and 
, . ~(Jo, o,( ) ~ O, Pl(z (~)) ~ O, then @o ~ Q[~i, e3][Zo, • ", Z. .  u o . . . .  u~]. I f  P2(z (~)) ~ 0, ' " "'z (~) 
~,o(Z (~)) coincides with (¢~°)fl/~J°'~°))(z(~)) up to a factor from if* and thus, with the 
product 
I-I/2~ IR=,~,(0, Uo . . . . .  u,) 
led 
of all linear forms 
L~= ~(~)Uo+ . . .  +~°Us, i~ J  
such that ~(d)= 0, ~J~)Eff3 up to a factor from if*. So, the polynomial ~Po is constructed. 
In order to produce a polynomial P, represent 
P~ ~ ,~,),,(Zo, ., z , )u~d, .  _~,,~.x,,,,. 
) 
where 
K(1) (K~ol), re-(1) "~ K(2) . . . . .  ~+ ~,, = (K?) , . . . ,  KT') 
are multi-indices and the polynomials 
~,~,, ~,~, a QI-~, ~] [Zo , . . . ,  z , ] .  
Pick out some multi-indices K ~), K ~2) for which 5~) ~ 0 and 6~) ~ 0. Finally, we put the 
polynomial P = 6(t)~(,)~'x(~-~.x(z) ~ If P(z(S))~O, then P2(z(S)) :~ 0, @(1J°"°)(z(3)) ¢ 0, PI(Z(3)) ¢: 0. 
This completes the construction of polynomials ~0, P. 
Thus, based on the above corollary, we have proved the following 
LEMMA 8. A point z (2~ eF] +1 such that P(z 12)) ~ 0 satisfies formula (6) iff there exist a vector 
= (?2 . . . . .  ?2) e F and a linear form Li = ¢~)u o+ . . .  + ~°u, such that L~I ~,o(Z(Z)) (therefore 
~(d)#O). Furthermore, the point (~(1°/~(~), ") ") s 3, and, . . . . .  ~ /~o)eF  3 belongs to the space F ~
finally, the inequalities 
f~(z(2), ~(1°/~'), - •., ~.~¢0/~")~ + et ~" 0 , / 0  J O<~i<~k 
are fulfilled. 
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With the aid of proposition 1 (see introduction) the algorithm factorises the polynomial 
~0 over the field Q. Since ~00 is a product of linear forms, its irreducible factors 
~ Q[~I, %, Zo . . . . .  Z,, Uo . . . . .  u,] correspond bijectively to classes of linear forms Lv, 
which are conjugate over the field H2 = Q(~I, Ca, Zo . . . . .  Z,,), moreover, the product of all 
linear forms L~ from the considered class corresponding to f~, equals to f~ up to a factor 
from H 2. 
Now fix f~ for the time being and define D1 = deg,,o ..... ,,(f~). Let a linear form 
be a factor of f~, consider a field 
being a finite extension of H2. Let c~:H~)-~I~2 be any field embedding over H2. Then 
~(L./~o "~) = I.~/~'~ Uo + (~'~/~'bUx + +,ro,.r~.~,, ' " "  'kbS l'~O 1~8 
for a suitable unique index # since 6(L/~'))IO. Therefore, there exist not more than D1 
embeddings, hence the field degree [H~):Hz]<~D~ (see Lang, 1965). In fact, 
[ut,) : Hz] = D~, taking into account that a polynomial 
• a 3 
I~ 6(LJ(~o~b ~ 142[Uo . . . . .  u,~] 
is a factor of the polynomial f2 irreducible over H2, where the product is taken over all 
embeddings 6:H~)--,/42 over H2. This entails the existence of integers 1 ~<Jl~Dt, 
1 ~< i ~< s such that the element 
is primitive in the field H2[O (')] = H~ ~) by virtue of the theorem on primitive elements (see 
Lang, 1965). 
The algorithm considers all s-tuples (2] °) . . . . .  2]°)), where 1 ~< 21 °) ~< D~, 1 ~< i ~ s. For 
each s-tuple (2]o) . . . . .  2] °~) it checks, whether the element 
t~l \b l  [bO ] 
is primitive over the field H2, in the following manner. Substitute in the polynomial f~ the 
vector ( -2 ]  °) . . . .  , -2~ °)) instead of (u~ . . . . .  u~). Then a polynomial 
~o(Uo) = f~(Uo, - ~i °~ . . . . .  - 2~ °~) 
(v) 
= (1I ~o )(1-I ( .o -  0~o~b) ~ ~[~, ,  ~]EZo . . . . .  z , ,  ~o]. 
Since flo(0to ~)) = 0 and deg,,o(f~o)--D~, the element 0~o ") is primitive in the field Hta ~) iff the 
polynomial f~o is irreducible over the field H2. The algorithm tests its irreducibility with 
the help of proposition 1 and thus, finds a primitive element 
0~ = ~ .~,(~;Iv~/~o~b 
and its minimal polynomial 
Then the algorithm produces for each element 
~(~)/r(~) = ((I~/~(o~))(0(~)) = 2 (aJ°/b)( O(~))Js H2E0~] = H~V) 
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its expression via 0 Cv), where the polynomials 
aJ ~), b ~ Q[~I, ~s][Z0 . . . .  , Z,,]. 
For this goal consider a polynomial 
fl~ = f~( -  ~ l  . . . . .  -21 -1 ,  - ~ i+ ui, - ,~+ ~, • • . ,  - ;~s) 
= (FI ¢':)(I-I (Uo-0,: + (~l~,/~,o~,)u,)) 
v v 
and factorise it over the field HC3 v) based on proposition 1. Then we obtain a linear factor 
uo-0 ~) +(~)/~))(O(~))ui of f~i and as a result the expression (~!*)/~co~))(0(~)). 
Thus, the algorithm has produced a polynomial 
cD = E (aJ/fl) TJeH2[T] 
0 <~J<~DI 
irreducible over H2, where c%fl~g}l-~,e,zl[Z0,...,Z,,] with the leading coefficient 
lCT(~) = 1. The expressions 
(~?)/~(:)(0(') = y. (~J')lb)(O"))J~t-S~[O~)-I 
0~j<Dt 
and the integers 1 ~ 2 t < D~, 1 ~ i~ s satisfy the following properties. For each root 
0o ~ H2 of the polynomial (9 the equality 
0o= E ~<( E (ai"l~,)mo) 
l <<.i<~a O<~j<Dl 
holds, furthermore, a linear from 
13 °°, = (uo + ,<.,.<sE (o ,~ 0, (ai°lb)OS°)u')lf~ 
divides the polynomial f~ in the ring H:[OoJ[u o . . . . .  us] and /3°'>)= Lff~(o ~) for an 
appropriate index v; conversely, every linear form Lvlf~ dividing f~ equals Lv = (~ov)/3 °°) for 
a suitable root 0 o of the polynomial fL The fields 
Hz[Oo] = H2[T]/(*) = H2[0 (~)] = nz((i~)/~o~),..., (i~)/~o )) 
are isomorphic. Further, we assume that any element r/eH2[0o] is represented in the 
form 
E ~o~o. 1"7 =0.<.  Do 
Then f~=/J°°)X(°°) for a certain polynomial X(°°)~H2[Oo'][Uo,..., us" ] homogeneous in 
variables uo . . . . .  u, of degree D~- I .  The algorithm finds the coefficients of the 
polynomial Z ~°o) factoring the polynomial f~ over the field H2[00] with the aid of 
proposition 1. Let us denote by L (T),)(r)~Hz[T][uo . . . . .  u~] the polynomials obtained by 
replacing 0o by the variable T in the polynomials/jOo), z(0o), respectively. One can show 
that the polynomial 
(f2--IJV)X~T)) = (I)z~ ~ (O) = Hz[T][Uo . . . . .  u~] 
belongs to the principal ideal (d)). Analogously, taking into account the equality 
O0 = ~<~,.< ~ ,'-(v)/~(v) 
one deduces 
T- ,~,s  2, Z (aY)/b)TJ = ckzz ~ (0). 
d 
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Let us write 
where the polynomials b~, fl~, f12 ~ Q[~I, e3, Zo . . . . .  Z,] and the polynomials 
aj~, c~t, ~j~ e Q[e,~, e,s, Zo, . . . ,  Z,][Uo . . . .  , u,]. 
Assume that a certain point z¢3)~ ff~+a satisfies the following conditions: 
((~b~/~/~)(z (~) # 0) e~ (V @~(z ~3>) ~ 0)), 
q 
and let 0(°)~Fs be one of the roots of the polynomial ~(z(3))(T)~ff3[T]. Then the linear 
form IA°~%(zC3))lO(zCa)) divides the polynomial tq(z c3)) in the ring ff~[Uo,..., u~], since 
(@zt)(z(3))(0 c°)) = 0. So the linear form/3°~°))(z c3)) is collinear to one of the linear forms Lp, 
in the factorisation 
n(z(~)) = i-[ ~;"; 
Pt 
(of, above the factorisation of ~/~o(Z(a))). 
Let us denote by 
D = Res.r(CI), @~.) = (a2/b2) ~ H 2 
the discriminant of polynomial O, where az, b2 are polynomials in Q[8a, 8s, Zo . . . . .  Z,,]. 
LEMMA 9. Let a point z t3) ~F~ +t satisfy the conditions 
((bbtb2fl[Jlfl2)(z 3)) # 0) & (¢pt(z (3)) ¢: 0) & (D(z (3)) # 0). (9) 
Then 
f~(z (3~) = 61-[ 13°~%(z(3~) 
lbr an appropriate 0 ~ 6 E ff~ where the product is taken over all roots O~ °) ~ffa of the 
polynomial q)(z('S))(T). Moreover, 
a~'~(~c~>) (o~o9~) 
l <~l~s j 
where qb(zCS))(0~ °)) = 0. 
PROOF. The linear form L,(°~)(z(a))l~(z(3) ) divides the polynomial f~(z c3)) for all ~ according 
to the facts proved above, furthermore 0~ °l ¢ 0 c°) when n l¢  x2 since D(z c3)) ¢ 0. 
Finally, 
0~°)= 1.<~.<sS ~ b(zC~>) (0~9 j , 
in view of the equality (~z2)(zCS))(0~ °)) = 0. Therefore all linear forms /3°~))(z c3~) are 
pairwise distinct for diverse ×, and so I-I I3°~°))(zC3))lf~(z(3)), where the degrees of both these 
polynomials are equal to degr(~) = deg,,,, ...... ,,(f~). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
The conditions (9) concern the case of a fixed vector ~,eF and an irreducible factor 
f~lq%. We introduce a hypersurface 5 ° consisting of all points zCS)eff~ +1 which do not 
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satisfy the conditions imilar to (9) for at least one vector 7~t)~F and one irreducible 
factor ~It)IW o. Then the degree 
deg (~)  ~< N~ = (card F)((deg ~,o)(deg (bbl b2 [t[tl [12 D)) deg (p i ) 
(an estimate on N1 will be found below in section 5). Let us denote N = N1 n + 1. It is easy 
to construct (see e.g. section 2 in Chistov & Grigor'ev, 1983a) linear forms YI . . . . .  YN 
over integers in the variables Zo,.. . ,  Z, such that any (n+ 1) among them are linearly 
independent (one can set, for example 
Yi= 2 i'izJ )' 
o~j<.n 
Let us fix a certain point z~3)efi~+L We assert the existence of indices 
1 <~ it <. . .  < i,, <~ N such that the line 
is not situated in the hypersurface ~) (cf. section 2 in Chistov & Grigor'ev, 1983a). 
Arguing by induction on 0 ~<.] ~ n, we assume that j < n and indices 1 ~< i~ ~. . .  < ij ~< N 
are already found, for which 
dim (~?c~ (z°)+2{Yt, . . . .  - Yis = 0}h~it,) = n-j .  
There is an index l~<i~< N such that the linear function Yt-Y~(zeal) does not wmish 
identically o,1 any irreducible component of variety 
.~'n  (zc3' +,~{ Y,., . . . . .  Y,~ = 0}hor.~. 
Otherwise, on some irreducible component at least (n+l )  functions a,nong 
Y l -  YJ(zC3~) . . . . .  Yt¢-YN(z ~3~) vanish, taking into account hat the number of irreducible 
components i less or equal to 
deg (&q~ (zC3~+ 2{ Yl, = . . . .  ~s = 0}h~r,) ~ deg (~;) ~< N l 
by virtue of Bezout's inequality (see Shafarevich, 1974; Heintz, 1983). This leads to a 
contradiction with the property of linear forms I/1 . . . . .  YN and proves the existence of the 
desired index 1 ~< i .g.< N. Let us add index i to indices i, . . . . .  ij, reorder them in increasing 
order and get the indices 1 ~< i, < . . .  < ij+ ~ ~< N. Therefore, if a point z ca~ is defined over 
the field Q(at, ~3), then the intersection 
Le~ (z~3)+, l{~,  = . . .  = y~,, = 0})~e~ 
consists of a finite number of points which are defined over the field Q(~,  ~3). 
For any sequence of indices 1 ~< i~ <. . .  < i,, ~< N, let us pick out an arbitrary vector 
0:#vi~ ..... ~eO "+~ lying on the line {Y~, . . . . .  Y/,=0} c fi~ +~. Furthermore, we 
require that one of the coefficients of vector v~, ..... ~. equals 1. Then for any point z6Q "+ 
there exists a sequence of indices 1 ~ i i< . . .< i , ,<<.N such that point 
e F "+ ~ does not belong to the hypersurface 2', taking into account hat Z(2) ~" Z-F82DI  t ..... in 2 
the point z tz) is not  defined over the field Q(e.~, e.~). According to lemmas 8, 9 point 
z ~z~ e F~ + t\.i~a satisfies formula (6) iff there is a vector 7 e F, an irreducible factor f/[~P0 and 
a root 0~°~s F3 of the polynomial q)(z~Z~)(T)e Q(e~, e~, ~;3)[T] for which the inequalities 
( V a~'(z(~') (0'°') ~ . . . .  . ~ aJ~'(z'~')(0'°')~ +,:~ > 0, 0 ~ i  ~<k f ,  z~,~ b(z~Z)) ~ b(z (~)) \ / 
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are valid. Here, we use the observation that the point 
( aJ~'(z '2' ) vaJ'~'(zC2')(O,O,),)eff~, 
where ¢(z(Z))(O c°)) = O, belongs to the space F~ iff 0 ~m eF3 since 
by virtue of lemrna 9. We recall also that lemma 9 implies that the linear form 
divides the polynomial f~(z~2)). Thus, in view of lemma 6(c) we have proved the following 
lemma, in which we use introduced above notations. 
LEMMA 10. A point zeQ "+1 satisfies formula (5) /ff there exist a sequence of indices 
1 <~ i i <. •. < i,, <. N such that the point z (2) = z + z 2 v h ..... t,, ~ ~e. Furthermore, a vector 3' e F, 
a factor f~ of tPo irreducible over Q and, finally, a root T = 0(°)eF3 of the polynomial 
~/~(zCZ))(T), where the polynomial c} is associated with the factor f~, such that the inequalities 
(a J t ' ( z  t2 ) )  a JS ) (z (2 ) ) )  
Z. zC2~,~ b(z~2~) (0~°~) J . . . . .  Y', (0~°~) j +~>0,  O<i<k b(z ~2~) 
are fu!filled. Here, the linear form 
2 (2a?o )u, 1.<~.<~\ j b 
being a factor of  the polynomial f~ was constructed by the algorithm described above. 
Furthermore, the point 
a)l)(zI21)b(x(2)) (0m) j, .. ., S'.~ b(z<~ ) (Ore) ~ ~ ff~ 
is a solution of system (7).for every root Ores ff 3 of the polynomial ~(z(~))(T). 
4. Verifying Formulas of Tarski A|gebra 
In lemma 10 a formula of the kind 3 T(P1) is produced which is equivalent to formula 
(5) (over Q, i.e. both formulas determine the same set in Q"+ 1), where P1 is a quantifier- 
free formula of Tarski algebra with atomic subformulas of the sort (Oj>~0), with 
polynomials 9i~ Q[el, e2, e3][r, Zo,. . . ,  Z,,3. 
Applying the construction from section 2 in Wfithrich (1976) (see also Collins, 1975) to 
the family of polynomials {gj}j (which are considered over the real closed field F3) and to 
the variable T, one gets a family of polynomials {Pc}e, where pe e Q[el, e z, %1 [Z0 . . . . .  Z,] 
which satisfies the following property (see theorem 1in Wfithrich, 1976 and theorem 5 in 
Collins, 1975). For every element W (~1 c F~ +1 of the partition q/({P,}e) (see section 1) 
there exists a sequence of semialgebraic functions ql . . . . .  q,: WC~)--~ F 3 continuous on W {~1 
(with respect to the topology with the base of all open balls), such that qt < . . .  < qt and 
the partition, formed by the components ofconnectivity of the intersection of all elements 
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F '+2 coincides with the following of the partition a/~,({g~}~) with the cylinder Fax W t") c a ,
partition of the cylinder: 
F~ x W ~ = {T < q~(Zo . . . . .  Z°)} u {T > q,(Z0, • . . ,  Z,,)} ,o 
U {q~(Zo,..., z,,) < T < q,+,(Z0 . . . . .  Z,)} o 
l~t - - i  
U {T=q, (Z  0 . . . . .  Z,)}. 
As above (see section 2), one bounds the formats of the semialgebraic functions q , , . . . ,  q, 
via the formats of {p,}, in the case of the field R and then spread these bounds and the 
properties of qx . . . . .  q, to the field F3 according to the transfer principle. 
Let us denote 
p,= E p9"~='~"4'#¢, 
j * , j~ , j3  
where the polynomials p~d~'~)~Q[Z o . . . . .  Z.I (cf. section 2). We denote by 
~:  ~'+"+ ~ ~+~ the linear projection defined by the formula 
~q(Zo . . . . .  Z,,, X~ . . . . .  X~) = (Zo . . . . .  Z,,). 
In the following lemma we use the notations from the previous section. 
LEMMA 11. Let a point (z ~m, xtO)) = (z(0O), . . . ,  z,,-t°)' xtO), . . . ,  x~ °)) belong to some component 
of connectivity Vx of the semialgebraic set 
v = {(fo >t 0 )8 , . . .  a (A  >i 0)} ~ ~+,,+~ 
and the point z ~°) = n,(z (m, x (°~) ~ W, where W c ~"+ * is a certain element of the partition 
¢gr*.U,,~=.~m ~ Then the projection 7q(V~) ~ W. I. ).la e .re, j r ,  J2, jal" 
PROOF. In view of the properties of the vectors (v~ ~,} constructed in the previous 
section, there exist indices 1 ~< i~ <. . .  < i, ~< N such"that z tz~ = z(m+ e2v~ ..... t,, ¢ ~J (cf. 
lemma 10). According to lemma 5(c) there is a unique element V(2~)cF~ +'+' of the 
partition ~(g, fo+Zt , . . . , f k+¢t )  which contains the component V~ c V~ ~), Lemma 60) 
entails the inclusion V c {g ~ 0} n V (~), where 
V (~) = {(f0+gl 2> 0)~. . .  &(fkq-8, >0)} = F~ +n+l, 
therefore V2 (~) ~ {g >1 0} n V% Let us denote by V~ (~) the unique component of connectivity 
of the semialgebraic set (g >~ 0} n V ~) which contains the set V2 (~) c V~ (~). Thus V~ (~ ~ V,. 
By virtue of lemma 6(c) one can find a point (z (21, ~) ~ V~ (~) such that g(z c=~, ~) = 0 and 
(z (m, st(Y¢))~ V,. Let Va (~ be the unique component of connectivity of the variety 
{g=0}cF~ +'+*, which contains the point (z(2),~)~V J'). Then Va (~-  Vx (~1 in view of 
lemma 6(b). Consider the unique component of connectivity V4 (~ of the semialgebraic set 
{(z I=~, y) : y ~ F~, g (z% y) = 0} c F~ +" + ~, 
which contains point (z (2), ~) e V~ ~. Obviously, Vff I c V3 (~1. Note that 
Vl ~ ~ &~,=~ o~((Z~o °  + 2~)z/~), 
since fo(u) + e, > 0 for any point u e V4 (~) c V~ ~). 
Lemma 7(a), (b) implies the existence of a vector ?eF  such that system (7) has a 
solution x = (x , , . . . ,  x,)e F~. where point (z (z), x) e VI ~). Moreover, point x is isolated 
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in the variety of all the solutions of system (7) in the space fig. Hence, the linear 
form Uo+XtU 1 + . . .  +x.~u~ divides the polynomial ~,o(Z(2~), where 
~Po s Qlcl,  c3, Zo . . . . .  Z,, uo . . . . .  uJ (see systems (8), (8') and lemma 8). Consider some 
irreducible (over Q) factor DsQ[~'I, ~:3, Zo . . . . .  Z,,, Uo . . . . .  u~] of the polynomial ~0 for 
which (no + xl ul + . . ,  + x~u~)lf~(zC21). 
Let W ~':~ be the unique element of the partition a//({p~}~) such that z m) s W Co. Lemma 
5(b) entails the inclusion W ~ W% For a point ze W ~") and an element OsF  3 we denote 
Va j~(z+~:"  ,,,) 
aJ'~(z + e2,,~ ...... ~") 0a) ~ F~ +' + ' ~ /~(z+e,=vt~ . . . . .  ~,,) 
(see lemma 10). According to lemma 9 and to the construction of a primitive element 
in section 3, there is a root Ol°l~F3 of polynomial (D(z{2~)(T), for which 
(z ~2), x) = (0 {°~, z¢°))v,n ' i, ..... ~,, furthermore, 
01°~= Y, ~x, 
for suitable natural numbers 1 ~ 2~ ~< deg,, o..... ,,.(~2). Since point x is a solution of system 
(7), the following equality in particular is fulfilled: 
t,l(( 0~°1, z¢°~)r.n.i, ..... i,,) = O. (10) 
Moreover, taking into account that point (zC2~, x) ~ V4 ~') c V~ ~'> ~ V ~") belongs to V ~'1 the 
following inequalities are true: 
./}((0 m~, z~°l)r.~.~, .... t,,) +c~ > 0; 0 ~< i ~< k, (11) 
~:"" = of the partition °a'({:/y}~) which contains point Consider the unique element G~ ~,  a 
(0 ml, z ")~) ~ G~. In view of the delinition of partition '~g({:b}~) and or lemma 10 for an 
arbitrary point (0, z)~ G, the value of polynomial b(z+~;=v n ..... ~,) ~ 0 and, moreover, the 
conditions obtained fi'om (10), (1 1) by replacing the point (0 ~°1, z~°)) by the point (0, z), 
respectively, are valid for the given y, fL it . . . . .  i,,. Furthermore, y eFt ,  where 
(z + ~v~, ..... l., Y) = (0, z)~.n.~ ..... ~, 
satisfies system (7) by virtue of lemmas 8, 9. 
One can observe that the intersection G~ m(Fa x W ~) coincides with a union of some 
sets of the sort {(qm,(Z),Z)}=~W~,~, where z runs over all points of the set W {~1 for 
appropriate indices 1 ~< ml ~< t (see above the beginning of the present section). Otherwise, 
suppose that 
G~ ~ (F 3 x W (~)) :z {(0, z):qm,(Z ) < 0 < q,n~ + I(Z)} 
for a certain m~, then for any point z ~ W (for instance, one can take z = z~°)), there are 
infinitely many points of the kind (0 °), z) ~ G~, but on the other hand, every such 0 {a) is a 
root of polynomial @(z+e,2v~, ..... ~,)(T) (see lemma 10), that leads to contradiction. 
Consider such unique index 1 (m ~< t that 
G~ :~ (V~ x w ~'~) = {(q.,(z). z)}~.:,o, 
and point (0 ml, z m~) e {(q.,(z), z)}~w~o). Let us define q = q., for brevity. 
For any point z¢~e W the standard part st((q(z{~l), z{~))r,~,** ..... ~.)e~'+"+* is defined, 
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since fo((q(zCl)),zm)~,a,~ ' ..... ~,)+el>0 (cf. (4)), taking into account that for a point 
z e W c"~ a point (q(z), z)e G1 satisfies the inequalities obtained from (11) by replacing point 
(0 ¢°), z ~°)) by point (q(z), z). Therefore, 
0 <~ st(fi((q(z), z)r.n,h ..... ~.)) =fi(st((q(z), z)r.n,i ~ ..... i,)), 0 ~ i ~< k, 
provided that st((q(z), z)y,a.i, ..... i,) is defined. This means that point 
st((q(z), z)r.n.il ..... i.)e V. For the completion of the proof of the lemma it suffices to show 
that for any point zme W point st((q(z¢~l), zC~))r.n,, ...... ,,) belongs to I/1, taking into 
account hat 
rq(st((q(zm), z¢1~),, a  t, ..... i.)) = z m. 
Let us fix an arbitrary point zme W. By means of lemma 3(b) one can join the points 
z c°~, z~n e W by a closed connected semialgebraic curve z ¢°), z cn~ C ~ Wc~ ~o(R), where 
R ~ Q. In view of lemmas 4(a), 5(a) there exists such a closed connected semialgebraic 
curve C c'~ c WC*~C~o(R) that C ¢6~ = st(C c*)) = C. Consider the image p(C c~) of the curve 
C c'~ under the action of the continuous ola W ¢~ semialgebraie mapping 
p: z --r (q(z), z)r.n, h ..... l eFt+,,+ L. 
Lemma 3(a) entails that p(C c"~) ~ F~*" + ~ is a connected semialgebraic curve. 
We claim that p(C c"~) c No(R + 1), Indeed, let us denote 
p(z)  = p(zo  . . . .  , z . )  = (z +e2v~,  . . . . .  ~ . ,  y) 
for an arbitrary point z s C ~"~. Then the euclidean orm Ilzll ~ R, furthermore, 
IIp(z)l[ 2 = lie+ ~zv,~ ..... ~,l[ ~ + [ly[I = < IIz[I = + Zo + 2ex < R z + R + 1 
by virtue of inequality (11) in the case i=  0 for the point (q(z), z)~G~. This proves the 
claim. Hence, the standard part st(p(C¢~)))=Q ~+'+~ is defined and st(p(CO')))~ V, 
according to inequalities (I 1) (el. above). 
The projection n~(st(p(C(~))) c ~"+ x contains both points z cm, z m, since C ¢"~ = C and 
n~(st(p(z))) = z for any point z ~ C c W. To complete the proof of the Iemma it remains to 
show the inclusion st(p(C~))~ V~. In view of lemma 4(b) it suffices to check that 
st(p(C¢~))c~ 1/1 # dp, taking into account that the curve p(C ~) ~ No(R+ 1) is connected 
and st(p(C¢"~))c V. With the help of lemma 3(b) one can find a closed connected 
semialgebraic curve C~ c VI ~ joining the points (z (~, x), (z ¢~, 2) ~ Cx. Then 
C~gl~l~N(,~,o~((Z~o°)+2e~) ~)  (see above). Lemma 6(a) implies the inclusion 
st(C~) c V since C~ c V~ ~ c V] ~ ~ ~"~ ~ V ¢"~. On the other hand, point 
st(z ¢~, Yc)~V~mst(C~), hence st(C~)c 1/1 by virtue of lemma 4(b), in particular, point 
st(z cz~, x) ~ VI. Finally, the equality (z c~, x) = p(z ~°~) entails 
st(g (2), X) ---- St(p(z(O))) ~ st(p(C("l)), 
i.e. 
The lemma is proved. 
Now we proceed to the description of the algorithm which verifies formula (1). Let us 
first design by recursion on 0 ~< e ~< a -1  (we remind the reader that a is the number of 
quantifier alternations in formula (1)), a certain procedure consisting of a -1  stages. 
Before the implementation of the first stage the algorithm sets polynomials gl °) =j~, 
0 ~ i ~< k (see formula (1)). As a result of the implementation of a stages of the procedure 
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(we assume here that c~ ~< a-2)  a family of polynomials {gJ"~}j is produced, where 
.qJ l e 1 . . . . .  . . . . . .  
The algorithm enumerates all ({9}~)}s)-cells K1, K2 . . . .  based on lemma 1 from section 1. 
Let us fix for the time being a certain ({gJ~)}j)-cell K, and let K, = {17,} for a suitable 
quantifier-free formula of Tarski algebra 
n,  = (& = 0) & & > 0) & & (g 2 < 0)) 
jeff J~Jt j2ed2 
(see section 1). Consider the following formula of Tarski algebra 
X~_~,~... ~ X~_~,,,_~ Ht (12) 
and let us apply to it the construction from section 3, taking (12) as the input formula (i.e. 
(12) plays the role of the formula (2) in the construction from section 3). As a result, the 
algorithm produces a formula of the form S T(Pt) (see lemma 10). Here the quantifier-free 
formula Pt has atomic subformulas of the form t~,{~+ ) I> 0), where the polynomials \Ultls I
g}~,+ 1)~ Q [#"t, ~2, ra][T, Z0, Xt, t , , . . ,  Xt,s, . . . . .  X._~_ 1.1 . . . . .  Xa-.-l,s._~_ t]' 
We recall that (see (4), (5)) formula (12) is equivalent (over the field Q) to formula 
S Zo ~ ~ S T e F3(P t) (being not a formula of the first-order theory). Observe, that we do 
not use the latter claim. 
As in the beginning of the present section the procedure yields polynomials 
p},~,+*~ ~ G[e~, e.2,233 [Zo, X,, t . . . . .  X,_._ ~,~°_o_,] 
by means of the construction from section 2 in Wfithrich (1976) (see also Collins, 1975), 
which is applied here to the family of polynomials t "c'+'o,,,,t i)} ,, and to the variable T. Next, 
we write 
jhJ2,Js 
as above, where the polynomials 
p{a+ l)(Jt'J2'J3)eQ[Zo, Xl,1, Xa-a-l,s . . . .  ,-1. l , t  • • ', 
Finally, the procedure applies again the construction from section 2 in Wiithrich (1976) 
s,,c~+~)~s~,s~,s~)~ consisting of polynomials corresponding to the to the family "tel.t Jjl,j2,j3.l.t 
totality of ({gJ-~)}j)-cells K, (cf. formula (12)), and to variable Z o. As a result, the procedure 
obtains a family {9~ + 1)}~ of polynomials 
glO:+ 1)~ O[X l  ' 1 . . . . .  X l , s l  . . . . .  Xa -a -£ ,  1," • ", Xa -oz -  1,sa-a-l]" 
This completes the description of the recursive procedure which produces the polynomials 
{gJ'~}j,~. Let us denote by {K~I}r the family of all ({gJ.~l}j)-cells. Note that the procedure 
produces also this family. Let us adopt the convention that for a = a, the families {K}")}, 
and {gj, I}j are empty. 
LEMMA 12. For any element W of partition og({gJ,,)}/) of the space ~ '+""  +~"-" its natural 
projection onto the space Q~' + "" +~"-~-~ coincides with a union of a suitable collection of 
elements of partition q/({9~ + 1)}i), 
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PROOF. Let us denote nx = s~ + . . .  +s._ ._  ~ and consider a commutative diagram 
Q., + . . . .  + 2 _~ Q,,~ + 
-4 M 
0., +..-.~ @,  
where all four mapping are linear projections. The space Q"' has coordinates 
XI,~ . . . . .  X.-~-I,~._~_~; the space ~.~+1 has the additional coordinate Zo, the space 
Q"~+~°-" has coordinates Xt.1 . . . .  ,X,_.,~._. and at last the space ~.~+~.-.+z has 
coordinates X~, ~ ...... X,_~ ,._., X., + .... + 1, Zo. 
The set W ~ Q"' + ....  is a component of connectivity of a certain ({gJ')}j)-cell K, being 
given by a quantifier-free formula 
n,  = (&(d .  ~, = o) a & @}?) > o) & & (or) < o)) 
jeJ j~ e,h j2eJ~ 
(cf. (12) above). Let us introduce a semialgebraic set U, ~ Q"' +~.-.+z, which is given by a 
formula 
J,o.(I], I-I Jz~J2 
2 _X  2 -X  2 >~0) (Zo~Xnt+s,-~+l a-~. t - - . "  . a -~.s ,  ~ 
(cf. formulas (3), (4), herein variable Xn~ +~.-.+1 plays a role similar to the role of variable 
X~ in formula (3)). Then az(U~) = K,. 
For any point x ~K, the intersection a~ l(x) n U t = o-2 l(x) - Q2 of its inverse image 
with set Ut is a connected semialgebraic set. We show that semialgebraic set 
a~ ~(W)n U~ = Q"' +"-'+ ~ is connected. Indeed, let us pick out an arbitrary pair of points 
x m, x~ W. According to lemma 3(b) one can find a closed connected semialgebraic 
curve C ~ Wn@o(R)joining the points x (1), x¢Z) e C for a certain R ~ Q. Then set 
(-03~ ( )))- + x ._ . .  ~ + + o- ....... ~c 
j ~ j2eJa 
is a connected semialgebraic curve by virtue of lemma 3(a) and, furthermore, the 
projection of this curve under the projection ~r2 contains points x (I~, x(2k This implies, in 
view of the arbitrariness ofthe choice of points x C1), x (2), that there is a unique component 
of connectivity "/f of the set Ut such that cr2(~/O = W and, moreover, cr~ l (W)n  U~ = "g< 
Lemma 11 entails that the projection 
# 
coincides with a union of an appropriate collection of elements ~(n  of the partition 
~/~.(~+l)u,,J2,J,)~ ,) for the given t. Afort ior i  I, 1, .-U'l, t J J l  ,J2,J3, 
v 
coincides with a union of a suitable collection of elements ~ of a finer partition 
qbts.~+ 1)u,,J~,J~n ... 3 According to theorem 1 from Wiithrich (1976) (see also Collins, I-~/Yl, It J J l , J2 , J3 ,  ~,l/" 
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1975), the projection 
,n('¢;) = U %, :  ¢'" '  
coincides with a union of a certain collection of elements ~, ~ of the partition q/({91" + 1)}3. 
Thus, 
n2(W) = rc2~2(~) = cr~zp/r)  - U ~, . ,  
YtN 
which completes the proof of the lemma. 
Now we describe one more recursive process, consisting of a stages. At the first stage it 
applies lemma 2 from section 1 to a family of polynomials {91"-~}}t. As a result, the 
process produces a representative s t {wl~,,- 1)},,, ~_ ~,  for the partition qL({gl"- 1)}3 (see 
section 1). 
Assume that for a certain 1 ~ fl ~< a -  I a finite set of points 
{,,,~,'-p~ ~ ~,  +.,.+~e 
vvtn i 9, , ,~ R l l l J t t l  1 ~ • • .J fr i l l  C2  
is already produced by recursion, For each point w c'-p) the process applies lemma 2 to tO 1 ~ ' " ' ~ IIl[I 
the intersection of partition o#({glO-P-~)}t) with the s¢+l-dimensional plane 
"~ ~c~,~.-I~ x ) :xe&+,}  ~, , ,+ . . ,+~+,  
~mh, . , , i ? l l  I = ( \ , . l l l h , , , , lO l lq  
in other words, lemma 2 is applied to a family of polynomials (in the notations of 
lemma 2) 
{0~}~ {ol °-/'-' ' ' ' ' '~°-p' = ,,,,,,, ..... .,~, X)} , ,  
where polynomial 
l I. rv t t  I 1 , , , , ,  t r i l l  ~ 1 ' ' ' " 
As a result, the process gets a representative s t 
{(w},'l,:2..,,,,,, w,,,,.,.,)},,,,,+, = ~w ~°-o-" ~ = ~' ,+. . .+ ' , '+ ,  t I t l  I . . . .  , In/i, I I l l l  -I- t ) III/I + 1 
for the partition formed by the components of connectivity of the intersections of all 
elements of partition q/({gl "-p-  :)}3 with the plane -=,,, ..... ,,~. 
By means of the following lemma one can easily complete the decision algorithm for 
Tarski algebra (el. theorem 3 in Wfithrich, 1976), 
LEMMA 13. Formula (1) is equivalent o quantifier-free formula 
V & V ~o~ . . .  P(w, . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  ). 
t t l l  m 2 Il l a 
(13) 
PROOF. We shall prove by induction on 0 ~< a ~< a that for all points x, w (~) ~ K (') / / /11..  ,~/'/la-- ~ t 
which belong to the same element of partition ql(gJ~)}j), the following formula of Tarski 
algebra (depending on point x) 
3 X._~+ 1,1 .. • 3 Xo_~+ 1,~°_~+,3 X.-~+2,1...  3 X.-~+z,~°_.+, •..  
(l~b 
: x . . , . . .  : x. , . : (P(x,  xo_~+: , :  . . . . .  xo -=+l .~°_ .+,  . . . . .  x~,1 . . . . .  x. , ,°)) 
is equivalent o the quantifier-free formula (depending on indices rna, . . . ,  m,_:) 
V7 V n.  . . V (P(w~? ..... ,.0)) c~ (13,,, ..... ,,,,-.) 
tna_a+ 1 ma_a+ 2 ma 
Note that formula (W)) (respectively (13~"))) is identical with formula (1) (respectively 
with (13)). 
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The induction basis for ~ = 0 can be deduced from the fact that the truth value of 
formula P(x) for a point x e ~1 +...+,, is determined uniquely by signs 
sgnfi(x) = sgn gl°)(x) = sgn ot°)rwt°) ,,.) = sgn j~(W(m°] . a) r~ \ I1~ 1 . . . . .  , . ,  ,, 
for all 1 ~< i ~ k. Let us observe that here we did not exploit the statement that in every 
element of partition q/({gl°)}i) one can find at least one point of the sort _,,,we°),.....,,° (a
proof of this statement can be extracted from the further proof of the present lemma). 
Suppose that the equivalence of formulas (l(r ~)) and t13 I') ~ is already proved for \ ?n l~. , ,~ma-cx]  
arbitrary points y and w (~) which belong to the same element of the partition ml, . . . ,ma-~ 
a//({gJ~)}j). Consider points x, w~S.l.!.m,_~_~ ~ ,  where "/¢/" is a certain element of partition 
a//({g~+~)}t). Assume that the plane _~,,.= ..,m,_~_~ has a nonempty intersection with some 
element W of partition q/({fl}~)}j). The image rcz(W ) under projection 
re2: Q'~ +'"+~°-~  ~ +" '+"°-~- ~ 
coincides with a union 
= U 
Vt~¢ 
of a suitable collection of elements ~, .  of partition q/({g! "+ ~)}~) by virtue of lemma 12. 
According to the process of construction of the points ~'w(~) ,,,,, .... },,,,_, there 
L ' t t l  I t , , ,  i trig - ¢t --  
exists such an index m that 
ml . . . . .  ma_~_  l , rn  ~ W o ,~ ,ml  . . . . .  ma-a -  1 " 
Since 
7~ t'W(a) "~ W( a + 1 ) 
2 ~, mh. . . s~ l . la_0t_ l~/1 ,1 ]  ~ r l t1~. . . jn la_ t l _ l .  ~ 
the intersection z2(W)nS/:# qS. Hence, ~¢1= ~v,~ :- ~2(W) for appropriate indices v, x. 
Therefore, one can find a point xw ~ W with the projection rc2(xw) = x. 
So assume that formula (13~S.~.!,~,_~_ 0 is valid, then for a suitable index m,_~ the 
formula (13~I ..... m.-~-t.m,-) is false. Let point w (~) ,, ..... ,.o_,_~,~,_~sWt for a relevant 
element W~ of partition ql(9}')}s ). Then za(Xw~ ) = x for a certaint xw, ~ Wa in view of the 
fact proved above. The inductive hypothesis implies that formula :~') ) is false. This 
~XXwl  
entails the truth of formula (1~ + ~)), which was to be shown. 
Conversely, suppose that formula (1~ + 1)) is valid, then there exist xx . . . . .  x~,_, ~ ~ such 
that formula (1(~ )) is false, where we denote a point 
= (x,  x . . . .  
Let the point 2 ~ W~ for a suitable element 14:1 of the partition °h'({gJ')}~). Taking into 
account that ~(2) = x, one concludes that n~(Wx) c~ ~q/':~ b, whence "/¢:c ~c~(Wa) by 
virtue of lemma 12 (cf. above), in particular point w ~+~ ~ n~(W~). Thus, there 
ml,  . . ., ma-a -1  
is an index m._~ for which point ~(~) s W~ (see above). Then formula 
"ml ,  • • . ,ma-a~ 1 ,ma-a  
(|2[(~0 1,ma-,) is false according to the inductive hypothesis. Therefore, formula ~1111~. . .~ma-  a _ 
(13~,+ ~.!.m . . . .  ~) is true, which completes the proof of the lemma. 
5. Time Analysis of the Decision Algorithm 
First of all we estimate the time required for the algorithm in section 3 constructing the 
formula 3 T(Px) (see lemma 10) and the size of this formula. Let formula (2) be given. In 
the beginning, the algorithm yields the family of vectors F c Z ~- z. According to Grigor'ev 
& Vorobjov (1987) (see also Vorobjov & Grigor'ev, 1985) card(F)~< ~((kd)~). 
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Furthermore, for each vector (~2 . . . . .  y~) ~ F the inequalities 1~< Yi ~ ~((kd)S), 2 ~< i ~< s are 
correct; finally, the algorithm yields the family F within time ~((kd)'~2). 
Next, the algorithm constructs the matrix A with entries in the ring 
Q[el, c3][Y. Zo . . . . .  Z,,, Uo . . . . .  us] corresponding to system (8') (see proposition 7) and 
applies to it the Gaussian algorithm. As a result, the polynomials 
~bt, P1 ~ Q[ei, 83"][Y, Zo . . . . .  Z., Uo . . . . .  us] 
are produced. The number • of rows of the matrix A = (%) can be estimated by 
z <~ ~((kd)S), each entry % of A is of degree 
deg~l,.~, r,zo ..... z.,,1o ........ (aii) <.<. O(kd) 
and the size l(%)<<.O(M+nlog(kd)). Taking into account that both ~'I,P~ are the 
products of not more than z minors of the matrix A we obtain the bounds 
deg...~, r zo ..... z,,,.i, ..... 11~(I//1), deg~.,,~s, r, zo ..... z,,,,,o ..... ..~(P1) ~< t~((kd)~); 
lO// ~), l(el) ~ (M + n)~((kd)S). 
Similar bounds are valid for the polynomials ~b(1J°), t//] j°'''°). Since executing the Gaussian 
algorithm with the matrix A requires ,~((kd) '~) arithmetical operations with entries al~ ) of 
intermediate matrices A cp), and taking into account hat the bit sizes of rational functions 
eo,),,j = det (Al~'))/det (Al~_-j~p_ ,)~ Q(eq, e,3)(Z 0, . . . ,  Z,,, u o, . •., us) 
do not exceed ~,¢(M, (kd) '~°' +'~)) according to the bounds obtained on degrees and on sizes 
l, one concludes that the time necessary to construct he matrix A and the polynomials 
I//i, Pt, I//~t 1'1), ~lctJ°"°) can be estimated by [P(M, (kd)S('l+'~)), 
Then the algorithm calculates the quotient ~//~tJ°)/~b] ~°'''°) = ~Po/P2, where polynomials 
P261~[gt, g3][Zo . . . . .  Zn] and ¢oeQ[tq, t;s][Zo . . . . .  Z., Uo . . . . .  us] with the help of 
proposition I factoring polynomials i//~ j') and t//(/o,,i,o). Then the algorithm computes the 
= 6~,SKm~Q[~.I,%][Zo, Z,,] are some nonzero polynomial P x(~) x(2) o where  (2) t "K (  I ] t "K l21"t  2~ " ° '~ 
coeltieients of the polynomials P~. ~p~o,.,o) respectively. Proposition 1 implies the bounds 
deg~,,.~,Zo ..... z,,(P), deg.,,~..~,z° .....z.,,,o ..... ..(¢o) ~< t~((kd)~); 
[(P), I(¢o) <~ (M + n)~((kd)') 
and the time required to produce P, ¢o does not exceed t~(M, (kd)'°'+')). 
After that the algorithm factorises the polynomial ~k o over the field (k, picks out a factor 
O1~o of the polynomial ~0 irreducible over Q. By virtue of proposition 1 
deg .... ~,zo, z.(f~) <<. ~((kd)'); l(fl) <~ (M + n)~((kd)') 
and the algorithm yields ~ within time ~'(M, (kd)~("+~)). Then for each s-tuple 
(2(1 °), 2(°)~ where 
• • "~ 8 , t ,~ 
1~<21 ° )~<ol=deg .......... (f~)~<z; l~<i~<s 
the algorithm tests irreducibility over the field H2 of the polynomial 
f~o(Uo) = O(Uo, - ,~°~ . . . . .  _ ).~o~) 
within time ~(M,  (kd) ~'1) again by proposition 1 and the bounds 
deg~,,~.~.z, . . . . .  z ...... (f~o) ~< ~((kd)S), 1(~o) ~ (M+n)~((kd)~). 
Since the whole number of s-tuples (2(1 °) . . . .  ,2~ °)) is less than t~((kd)S2), one concludes that 
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the algorithm produces a primitive element 
0~= ~ ,~,(~v~/~o~') 
and its minimal polynomial 
O<j<Dj 
within time ~(M, (kd)~°'+'~), herewith 
deg,,,~.zo ..... zo.~(¢) < ~(kd)'), l(¢) <~ (M + n)~((kd)~). 
Next, the algorithm finds the expressions ((l~)/(Co~))(0 c~)) again by proposition 1 factoring 
the polynomial 
f~ = f~(_2~o~, 2co~ _21O~+ut, _~co~ _2~o~). 
• • '~ - -  i -D  "~ i+1,  " " " ,  
Hence, 
t~ ¢~ (~ ~((kd)'), l(((Iv~/(co~)(O(~)) <  (M + n)~((kd)') deg~,~3,Zo .....z.(({i /(o )(0 )) ~< 
and the required time for finding (~l~/(co')(0 ¢~) does not exceed .~(M, (kd)~C~+'°). 
After that the algorithm yields a polynomial X{°°~ = f~//A °o~ factoring the polynomial f~ 
over the field//21-0o3 based on proposition 1. Proposition 1 entails the bounds 
deg~.~,z~ ..... z., ~o ........ r(~(cry) ~< ~@((kd)~), 10(Ir~) <~ (M + n)~((kd) s) 
and that the time required to produce Xcr~ can be estimated by ~(M, (kd)'C"+~)). 
Thereupon, the algorithm finds the polynomials 
~ = (f~-/Jr~Zc~'~)/~, 
zz =(T - -  ,,,~ ~l, ~ . . . . .  u~] 
dividing each coefficient at a monomial in the variables uo, . . . ,  u~ on the polynomial @ in 
the ring//2[7"]. It takes time ~(M,  (kd) s¢"+~i) by virtue of, e.g. proposition 1 (though this 
is a rather strong tool to use it for dividing polynomials), and the following bounds are 
true: 
deg~.,, ~,zo ..... z,,,.o ........ r( z 1), deg~,,~, zo..... z.,,,o ......... T(Z2) ~< ~ ((kd)~); 
l(zi), l(z~) <~ (M + n)t~((kd)s). 
After that the algorithm finds the hypersurface ~c  ~]+~ (see (9))• It is given by not 
more than (card F)(deg~o ) ~<~((kd) ~) polynomials, each of degree less or equal to 
~((kdy). Hence, N1 <~ ((kd)~), N <<. n~((kd)~"). The algorithm finds the hypersurface Se 
within time ~(M, (kd)~O'+'~). At last, the algorithm produces the family of linear forms 
Y~,..., Y~ and the family of vectors {vi, ..... i ,} i~a<.. . .¢.~ over the rationals, Then 
1(v~ ...... ,,) <~ ~(n, s, log(kd)); in addition, the whole number of vectors {v~ ..... i.} and the 
time for producing them do not exceed 
(cf. section 2 in Chistov & Grigor'ev, 1983a). 
Thus, we have proved the following 
LEMMA 14. For a given formula (2), the algorithm, described in section 3, yields a formula of 
the form ~ T(Pt) (see lemma 10) which is equivalent to formula (5), within time 
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~¢(M, (kd):"). Furthermore, the quant!fier-free formula P1 contains ~((kd):') atomic 
sub formulas of the sort (9~ >t O) where polynomials 9~ e Q[~l, ~2, aa] [T, Zo, Z1 . . . . .  Z,,], with 
deg (#2)~< Y((kd)~); I(9~) <~ M~(n, (kd)~). 
We recall that the decision algorithm for Tarski algebra described in section 4, after 
implementation of c¢ stages of the procedure numerates first all ({0)')}s.)-cells. Let us 
introduce the notations: k(~) is the number of polynomials 9~ "), i.e. 1 ~<j ~< k(~); next 
d (~) = max deg(o)=)), m( ' )= max I(0~)). 
i ~<.~< k(~) 1 ~<] ~<k(=) 
Based on lemma 1 the algorithm enumerates all ({9~>}j)-cells within time ~(M (~), 
(kt~)d(:~) ':, where n = sl + . . .  +s,. Note that the whole number of all ({9}'J}j)-cells does 
not exceed ~P((k(')d(')) ') in view of lemma 1. 
Next, the algorithm applies the construction from section 3 to a formula of the form 
(12) and outputs a formula of the sort ~ T(P~) within time ~(M ('), (k(')d(')) ~"-") according 
to lemma 14. The quantifier-free formula P, contains atomic subformulas (9~. + l) >/0). By 
virtue of lemma 14 the following bounds are true: 
m <~ g/((k(=)d(~))~"-~"), deg(9~, + a)) ~< ~((k(~)d(~))"°-'), 
(14) 
\~m, t ; 
moreover, the polynomials "hidden" in the notations ~ do not depend on c~. 
In the next step the algorithm produces polynomials {p~,~+l)}~ within the same time- 
bound ~(M (~), (k(')d('))d-"), where bounds similar to (14) are correct for the polynomials 
pl~[,-1) in view of the construction in theorem I in Wfithrich (1976). Hence, the same time- 
bound and the bounds similar to (14) are satisfied for polynomials P('+ 1)u,m,J~) Finally, t,t 
the algorithm applies the construction from Wiithrich (1976) to the family of polynomials 
{,,(~ + 1)Ut,j2, j3) rl,, s3,.l~,J.~,t,, and obtains, as a result, polynomials {gl ~+ t)}~ within the s~ime time- 
bound. In addition, the polynomials gl "+ ~) again satisfy bounds analogous to (14) and, as 
above, the polynomials "hidden" in the notations ~ do not depend on a. 
Let us denote N ~)--- k(~)d (~). One can infer by induction on a (taking into account for 
the induction basis a = O the estimates on the parameters of formula (1)) inequalities 
(see 14)), where the constant factor "hidden" in the notation O(n) does not depend on c¢. 
In addition, 
M(~+ l)<~ M(kd)(O(,)?%_, <~ M(kd)(OC,OP,+ ~.
The algorithm produces polynomials {gJ~)} for all j, 0 ~< a ~< a -  1 within time 
~(M,  (kd) w("))~"- ~).. 
Thereafter, the algorithm produces by recursion on 1 ~< fl 4 a the representative s t of 
points {w~[-.P.).,m#}m , ......#. Assume that for, a certain O~<fl<a the algorithm has 
constructed for each fl-tuple of indices m~ . . . .  m# a polynomial 
%(z) = o,., . . . . . .  / z )  ~ O[z],  
irreducible over Q, and expressions 
E p?,o  
0 ~<j < deg(~fl) 
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for the coordinates of the point 
= 
mt . . . . .  m~ • • "~ 
where 
pJP)~}, l~<p~<sl+. . .+s¢ ,  0~<j<deg(@¢) and 0 I~Q,  @p(0 I )=0.  
Furthermore, 
~(1),~,(p)[ 0 
01 = E ~v ,v# ~ 1) 
l~p~s,  + . . .+s  O 
for certain natural numbers 1 ~< i~ ~) .%< deg(¢p). Besides, we assume that the algorithm has 
found a pair of rational numbers cl, c2 ~ Q such that in the interval (g,  c~) ~ ~, 0, is the 
only root of the polynomial Oa. Let us define 
d B = deg (Ca), Ma = max {/(@¢), l(w}P~(O~)),/(cO, l(c2)}. 
p 
Applying lemma 2 to the family of polynomials 
{0,}, = {glo-p x)}, 
the algorithm produces for given rn~,..., m~ the set of points 
" ra l ,  . . . .  raf, m 0+ 1)m.ff + 1 
a corresponding polynomial 
Op+l = O,. ...... ~+, ~(~[Z], 
expressions 
O) wp+l(O)~Q[O], Ot~+~(0) = 0 for 1 ~< I ~< s l+ . . .  +s0+, 
(cf. above) and, finally, a pair of rational numbers b~, b2~Q such that in the interval 
(b,, b~) = ~, 0 is the unique root of the polynomial Ca + ~. Lemma 2 implies the following 
bounds (taking into account he inequalities for N ~'), M (~) proved above): 
d~+~ <. ~((N(a-t~-')dij)"); M~+~ (M("-#-I)+M~+n)~((N(a-¢-I)d~),,). 
From this one can deduce by induction on/~ the bounds 
d~+t -%< (kd)(°("))~"+~-~; M~+ ~ <.% M(kd) (°("))~°+~-~. 
Moreover, the constant factors "hidden" in the notations O(n), do not depend on /~ 
(cf. above), 
By virtue of lemma 2, for given m~ . . . . .  m a, the number of points in the set 
~'"(~-~-~) ~. does not exceed (kd) (°("~°+°-~. The algorithm can produce the set "~ rvrat  . . . . .  mlt, m#+l Jm#+~ 
,~w (~-~-1) ~ within time .~(M, (kd)(°("))~"+~-'), again according to lemma 2 and to t m~ . . . . .  nlo.m~+ 1 jm#+ t 
the bounds on d~, M~ obtained above. Thus, the number of all points from the 
representative set {w~ ..... ,,.}m, m is not greater than (kd) ~°~"))'~-~, the time for the 
construction of this set can be esiimated by ~(M, (kd) t°(")#"-~) 
At the end of its work the algorithm evaluates the signs sgn(f~(w(,°~ ....... ~)) for all 
1 ~<j .%< k; ml . . . . . .  m,, and thereby verifies formula (13) (see lemma 13). One can evaluate 
the sign ~0) sgn(f~(w,,, ..... ,,o)) for given j,m~ . . . .  ,mo in the following way. First, the 
algorithm replaces the coordinates of the point w ~°) e (Q[0o])" by their expressions 
mh • • . ,ma 
via appropriate real root Oo e Q of polynomial O~ (see above the representation of points 
w~,~).,.,~), So, the algorithm gets the expression f w,., ..... m. =hj(Oo) for a suitable 
polynomial h~(Z) eQ[-Z]. Obviously, (0) f(w,.,....... ) = 0 is valid iff polynomial O.Ih~. If the 
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latter relation is false, the algorithm finds a suitable rational approximation coo ~Q to the 
root 0o in order to guarantee the equality sgn hi(o)0)= sgn hj(Oo)¢ 0 (cf. section 3 in 
Grigor'ev & Vorobjov, 1987). The rational,apFoximation can be found, e.g. by means of 
(O(n)) 1 f Heindel (1971) within time N(M, (kd) - ) in v'ew o the bounds on d,, M, proved 
above. This completes the proof of the theorem (see the introduction). 
6. Computing the Dimension of a Semiaigebraie Set 
Let V = {II} c ~" be a semialgebraic set, given by a quantifier-free formula 1-I of Tarski 
algebra. We shall prove the following statement: If the dimension dim V = re<n, then 
there is an index 1 ~< j ~< n such that dim (n~)(V)) = m, where nJ denotes the projection 
onto the coordinates X~ . . . . .  XI-i, Xj+t, . . . ,  X,1. We conduct he proof by induction on 
m. When m = 0, the statement is trivial, so we assume further that m 1> 1. For any number 
x e N consider a semialgebraic set V (xl = Vn{Xt  = x}. If for a certain XoS N the equality 
dim VC~°)=m is valid, then one can take j=  1. Suppose that, on the contrary, 
dim V ~) ~< m-1  for all x e N. Let us denote by W c R the semialgebraic set, which 
consists of all numbers x s N such that dim (V (x)) = m-  1 (the set W is semialgebraic since 
the condition x•  W can be written as a suitable formula of Tarski algebra), Then W 
contains some interval, taking into account that dim V = m. For each 2 ~<i~< n we 
introduce the semialgebraic set W(~)c W consisting of all points xeW for which 
dim (u(~)(V(~))) = m-  1. The inductive hypothesis entails the equality 
W= ~ Wm. 
2~.i~n 
Therefore, for a suitable 2 ~< io ~< n, the set W (~o) contains a certain interval. Setting j = io 
completes the proof of the statement. 
One concludes from the statement that dim V = m iff m is the greatest natural number 
such that there exist indices 1 ~< it < . . .  < i., <<. n, for which dim(Th~ ..... ~,.(V)) = m where 
m, ..... i., : R '~ •m denotes the projection onto the coordinates X h . . . .  , X~,. On the other 
hand, for given il . . . . .  i.,, the condition dim(nt, ..... ~.,(V))=m is equivalent o the 
requirement that the semialgebraic set 7r~, ..... ~,.(V) c ~m contains some m-dimensional 
ball. The latter requirement is equivalent in turn to the following formula of Tarski 
algebra 
3 w • ~"  3 z > 0 V w~ • R" 3 vl • ~"-m((llwt --WI[ ~ Z) ~ (@1, h ) ~ g)) 
in n+m+l  variables with the number of quantifier alternations a=3.  Here, 
(w l, v~) = (um . . . . .  u (")) • R" denotes the unique vector such that ni~ ..... t.,((wl, vl)) = wl 
and u ~2') = @ for 1 ~< l ~ n -m,  where 
{i~ . . . . .  ira} u {j~,...,J,,-m} ---- {1 . . . . .  n}, 
indices jl < . . .  <j,_,,,, point v i = (v(11) . . . . .  v(~'-")). The algorithm verifies for every m and 
set of indices i~ . . . . .  im the designed formula of Tarski algebra based on the theorem (see 
the introduction) and thereby determines dim V. Thus, the following corollary is true. 
COROLLARY. Let I1 be a quantifier-fi'ee formula of Tarski algebra, which contains k atomic 
subformulas (fi >f 0), where f are polynomials in Q[X~ .. . . . .  X,,] with deg ( f)  < d, l ( f )  <<. M, 
1 <. i <~ k. Then one can compute the dimension dim {II} within time ~(M,  (kd)(°("))'°). 
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